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Acoustical and perceptual influence of duplex 
stringing 

Abstract 

This work investigates the acoustical and perceptual influence of a system concerning piano 
string end scaling, called duplex stringing. The system is patented by Steinway & Sons and 
claimed to improve the tone quality by having the string parts outside the speaking length (front 
and rear duplex strings) scaled in harmonic relation with the main strings. Acoustical 
measurements on a Steinway C grand in concert condition were conducted, measuring the 
fundamental frequencies of the main and duplex strings in the range D4 – C8. The frequency 
deviations of the duplex strings from intended harmonic relation with the main strings were 
found to be in the order of +50 to +75 cent. The mistunings of all trichords were calculated. On 
average the mistuning was 2 cent for the main strings, 25 cent for the rear duplex strings and 67 
cent for the front duplex strings Measurements of string motion, bridge motion and radiated 
sound were conducted on the same instrument. The spectral content was compared for cases 
with the duplex segments left vibrating and completely dampened, respectively, as well as for 
tuned and detuned conditions. An ABX listening test was performed with recorded samples of a 
Steinway D grand piano in concert condition. The listeners included 9 musicians playing piano 
at an academic level and a control group of 10 persons. The results showed that complete 
dampening of the front duplex was clearly perceptible for both groups. The contribution of the 
rear duplex could also be perceived, but less pronounced. 

 



 

 

Akustisk och perceptuell inverkan av 
duplexsträngning 

Sammanfattning 

Följande arbete undersöker akustisk och perceptuell inverkan av ett system gällande mensur på 
pianosträngändar, kallat duplexsträngning. Detta system är patenterat av Steinway & Sons och 
det påstås förbättra tonkvaliteten genom att längden på strängdelarna utanför den aktiva 
huvudsträngen (främre och bakre duplex) är harmoniskt avpassade i förhållande till 
huvudsträngen. Akustiska mätningar på en Steinway C flygel i konsertskick genomfördes, där 
grundtonen för alla huvudsträngar samt främre och bakre duplexsträngar i området D4 – C8 
uppmättes. Duplexsträngarnas frekvensavvikelse från avsedd harmonisk relation befanns vara 
storleksordningen +50 till +75 cent. Korstämningsavvikelsen för alla berörda kor beräknades. I 
medeltal var den 2 cent för huvudsträngarna, 25 cent för de bakre duplexsträngarna och 67 cent 
för de främre duplexsträngarna. Mätningar av strängrörelse, stegrörelse och utstrålat ljud 
genomfördes på samma instrument. Det spektrala innehållet för signaler från olika 
strängsegment och tangenter analyserades. Jämförelser mellan olika fall i vilka duplexsträngar 
hade avdämts samt lämnats orörda såväl som stämts samt lämnats ostämda studerades. Ett 
ABX-lyssningstest med en inspelad Steinway D flygel i konsertskick genomfördes. Lyssnarna 
bestod av 9 musiker som spelade piano på akademisk nivå, samt en kontrollgrupp på 10 
personer. Resultatet visade att en fullständig avdämning av främre duplexsträngarna var tydligt 
hörbar för båda grupperna. Bidraget från bakre duplex kunde också uppfattas, dock inte lika 
tydligt.  
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Introduction 
Overview of the history of the piano and the science of piano acoustics. Introduction to 
the duplex system. Explanation of the specific problem and aim of work.  

1.1 The piano 

1.1.1 History 

The first piano-like instrument was developed 1709 by Bartolomeo Cristofori (see e.g. 
Askenfelt 1990). He called his invention gravicembalo col piano e forte (a large harpsichord 
with soft and loud). This later became pianoforte and eventually piano. In the early piano 
history leather was used for the hammers, but the introduction of felt in 1826 was a success, and 
felt was thereafter used. In 1821 the double action was introduced and after that only small, 
stepwise improvements and no essential changes have been made to the basic construction of 
the grand piano. Examples of famous and recognized manufacturers is Steinway & Sons (New 
York, Hamburg), Bösendorfer (Vienna), Bechstein (Berlin), Baldwin (USA) and Yamaha 
(Japan). 

1.1.2 General acoustical properties 

A schematic view shows the basic components for sound generation in a piano (see Fig. 1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1. Principal sketch of the piano, designating the main components (from Askenfelt 
1990). 

The string is made of steel and the soundboard is made of high-quality spruce (“tone wood”). A 
metal frame of cast iron supports the construction. The pitch of the string is determined by the 
three basic factors, length, tension and mass per unit length. String length can be “traded of” 
against mass per unit length. That is the idea behind the technique called wrapping. By 
wrapping the strings in one or two layers of copper wire, the mass per unit length can be 
increased without too much loss of string flexibility.  

The blow of the hammer leads to a deformation of the string. The hammer-string interaction 
creates waves travelling in both directions on the string. As the striking point is close to the 
agraffe, the wave front travelling towards the agraffe is soon reflected and the end result is a 
single pulse with fixed width travelling towards the bridge. This “travelling pulse” is equivalent 
to a sum of a number of string modes. The resonance frequencies (modes) of piano strings are 
not strictly harmonically related due to bending stiffness. The frequency distances between the 
partials are slightly wider than for an ideal string. This phenomenon is referred to as 
inharmonicity.  

A soundboard with large area is required to transmit the energy from the string into radiated 
sound, due to the low radiation resistance of the string. The large mechanical impedance 
mismatch between the string and soundboard create a need for increased characteristic 
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impedance of string. This is achieved by increasing string tension and mass. The mass can be 
increased by wrapping to a certain degree until the inharmonicity becomes too large. 

Another approach to the problem is to use multiple stringing, where several strings are struck by 
the same hammer. In the middle and high registers three strings per key are used (trichord). 
Multiple stringing will increase the energy transmission to the soundboard by decreasing the 
impedance mismatch, resulting in a louder tone. The impedance mismatch will also affect the 
tradeoff between sustain (tone duration) and loudness. As the string motion is limited by the 
amount of energy supplied by the player’s key stroke, a smaller impedance mismatch will give a 
louder but shorter tone and vice versa.  

1.1.3 Touch 

Askenfelt & Jansson (1990) investigated the importance of touch. The term refers to the way in 
which the key is depressed by the player, and according to pianists it plays an important role 
musically. The pianist cannot feed the string with energy continuously; only initiate the process 
which eventually makes the hammer strike the string.  The action of the piano could therefore 
be considered a kind of interface where the player has no control over the tone once she has 
depressed the key. This is the reason for the traditional difference in view between physicists 
and musicians on the importance of touch.  

The touch does in fact, affect the hammer motion. The hammer has mainly two components of 
oscillation, one at about 50 Hz (“backwash”) and one “ripple” motion at about 400 Hz. The 
magnitude of these oscillations differs between different types of touch, and experiments 
suggest that the hammer oscillations may affect the sound of the piano. There is a possibility 
that the oscillations can serve as a “memory,” storing information about the touch on the 
hammers way from the action to the string. Another indication of that the touch does affect the 
tone generation is the “thump” sound, referring to the sound that comes from the action itself 
when a key is struck (“touch noise”).  

1.1.4 Hammer and string interaction, spectral properties 

While the hammer is still in contact with the string it acts as a temporary string termination. An 
initial wave travels back and forth between the agraffe and the hammer until the hammer is 
released from the string. This motion on the short string segment is the main mechanism for 
hammer release.  
A comparison of spectra for piano tones from different ranges of the compass reveals that bass 
tones are rich in partials, but the spectrum does not extend to high frequencies. The treble tones 
have much fewer partials which, extend to high frequencies. Short hammer-string contact 
durations in the treble (in absolute measures) enable higher partial frequencies. Bass notes have 
shorter contact duration in relation to the period of the fundamental which provides a rich 
spectrum with numerous partials.  
An important factor in the tone generation of the piano is the non-linear stiffness of the hammer 
felt. The hammer felt acts as a non-linear spring. The more the hammer head is compressed, the 
stiffer (less compliant) it becomes (“hardening spring”). This affects the timbre dramatically. A 
tone at a high dynamic level (forte) does thus not sound like an amplified version of a tone at 
low dynamic level (piano). The spectrum of a forte note is richer in high frequency content. 
This is a desired musical property of all musical instruments.   

The piano technician adjusts the stiffness of the hammer felt by piercing the hammer head with 
needles (“voicing”). The voicing procedure affects the spectrum of the tone; as the felt is 
softened the tone will show less amount of high frequency content. The process is not 
reversible. 
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1.1.5 The strings and the sound 

A peculiarity of human auditory perception is that we perceive a sound as loud if it starts out 
loud, and we perceive a sound as sustained if any part of it is sustained, even if that part is weak 
(Weinreich 1990 [1.d]). The sound of the piano can therefore be perceived as both loud and 
sustained because a piano tone starts out loud with a high decay rate (attack part), and switches 
to a lower decay rate after some time (sustained part, “aftersound”). Figure 1.2 shows the sound 
level vs. time of a piano tone clearly illustrating the division in attack and aftersound.  One 
reason for this division is that the string has two modes of vibration; vertical and horizontal 
polarization. The hammer mainly excites the vertical mode, but this mode decays faster since 
the bridge absorbs energy more easily in this direction.  

 

Figure 1.2. Typical decay of a piano 
tone as illustrated by the sound 
pressure level versus time (E#3 = 311 
Hz). The decay process is divided into 
two parts; an initial attack part with a 
fast decay ("prompt sound") followed 
by a sustained part with slow decay 
("aftersound").  

(Weinreich 1990 [1.d]) 

The aftersound is mainly related to multiple stringing. Two strings can vibrate vertically in 
phase or out of phase. If their termination points at the bridge are close together they will 
interfere destructively or constructively according to the phase relation. If one string is excited 
and the other allowed to vibrate, the decay rate of the first string will be lower than without the 
second string. This is because their vibrating modes are partly antisymmetric (out of phase).  

Piano tones show this antisymmetric behavior, even though intuitively, the hammer should hit 
all strings corresponding to the tone with equal force and at the same moment.  The reason is 
imperfections in the hammer’s contact surface and angle relative to the strings. These hammer 
imperfections are randomly distributed over the compass, even for a well-regulated piano. In 
order to establish a smooth trend in the aftersound properties of the instrument, the piano tuner 
make up for the imperfections by mistuning. “Mistuning” refers to a slight difference between 
the fundamental frequencies of the strings in a trichord when vibrating individually.  

Mistuning does not necessarily lead to beats. The resulting vibration frequency of the three 
strings is affected by a dynamic coupling via the bridge. The bridge is in no case perfectly rigid, 
but will show different impedance values over the frequency range of string partials. For some 
partials it acts as a spring, “giving in” to movements from the string. For others, the bridge will 
act as a mass, opposing the string movements. If two strings are placed side by side and closely 
tuned they will affect the resulting termination impedance, and therefore influence the two 
string frequencies.  Due to the bridge coupling, two, slightly mistuned, string frequencies can 
attract and lock to a common frequency. In this way it is possible to change the decay rate of the 
tone without changing the pitch. 
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1.2 The duplex strings 
In May 1872 Steinway & Sons patented a scaling system for the string ends of the piano which, 
in the patent is referred to as duplex agraffe scales (U.S. Patent, Steinway, 1872). This patent 
concerns the two outer “dead” end segments, outside the speaking length of the piano string. 
The front string segment reaches between the capo d´astro bar and the tuning pin, and the rear 
segment between the outer bridge pin and the hitch pin is (see Fig. 1.1). The patented system 
introduces string terminations inside these segments. The short strings between the capo d´astro 
bar and the termination towards the tuning pin are hereafter referred to as the front duplex 
strings (FD). Correspondingly the short strings between the outer bridge pin and the termination 
towards the hitch pin (called “duplex scale”) are referred to as rear duplex strings (RD). In the 
patent document, the front duplex strings are claimed to “materially increase the purity and 
fullness of the tone, as well as the durability of the strings.” The rear duplex strings are also 
claimed to” improve the purity and fullness of the tone,” and the reason for this is said to be that 
“unharmonic tones due to the longitudinal vibrations of the strings are converted into harmonic 
tones” in the duplex strings.  

 

The basic idea of the patent is 
that the lengths of the duplex 
strings are harmonically related 
to the speaking length of the 
string. For the Steinway & Sons 
model C and D pianos used in 
this experiment, the rear duplex 
stringing reaches from C#4 and 
upwards, covering all tones in 
between. The nominal harmonic 
relations of the rear duplex 
strings are double octave, twelfth 
(octave + fifth), octave, fifth, or 
unison with the main string. The 
front duplex strings are not 
harmonically related to the main 
string as a rule. In some cases the 
length of the front duplex string 
happens to correspond to a 
frequency harmonically related 
to the pitch of the main string.

Figure 1.3. The duplex strings (Steinway C). 

There has been some dispute among piano builders and technicians as to whether this duplex 
system is “good or bad”. The American organization Piano Technician’s Guild monthly 
releases a magazine called the Piano Technician’s Journal. In 1995 a series of articles and 
letters were published, discussing the matter. Dan Franklin (May, 1995) claims in an article that 
if the duplex strings are properly tuned, the piano will sound better and have a longer sustain. It 
will also have more fundamental dominance, a property “universally considered to be one of the 
primarily desirable attributes of piano tone.” In a series of articles the recognized piano 
technician Delwin Fandrich argues against this. Especially front duplex strings is said to be 
problematic. According to Fandrich, tuned duplex strings cause an overall loss of energy and 
sustain. 
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1.3 Problem specification 
The aim of this project was to investigate duplex stringing scientifically and give acoustically 
founded explanations of the influence on piano tone and timbre. 

 Specifically the following questions were examined: 

1. What are the fundamental frequencies of the duplex strings, measured individually? 
2. What is the actual mistuning of duplex strings compared with main string mistuning?  

3. Do the front duplex and/or the rear duplex strings affect the sound of the instrument, the 
bridge motion or the string motion?   

4. Does tuning of the duplex strings to perfect harmonic relation to the main string have any 
influence on the bridge and string motion or sound?  

5. How do the rear duplex strings vibrate (spectral content)? 
6. How does the bridge vibrate (with and without dampened duplex strings), and how does 

dampening the duplex strings affect spectrum on the string and bridge motion? 
7. Are there couplings between duplex strings and the main strings in such a way that a 

duplex string can interfere with the sound of another key (“crosstalk”)?  
8. Can the motion of the front duplex part of a string affect the main part of the same string? 
9. Can the influence of the duplex strings be heard by pianists and non-pianists? 
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Frequencies and mistuning 
The frequencies of the strings, both main and duplex parts were measured with 
capacitive probe on a Steinway C grand. In this section, results are presented and 
conclusions are drawn. 

2.1 Introduction & aim  
As described in the introduction the piano tuner compensates for imperfections in the hammers 
by slightly mistuning the main strings. In two previous studies measurements of mistuning 
between the trichord strings over the compass of the piano have been reported (Kirk 1959, 
Marandas 1995). 

Our measurements focused on studying the relation between the frequencies of the duplex and 
main strings and the corresponding mistunings. A high relative frequency resolution was aimed 
for with a maximum analysis error of the order of 10-0.5 ≈ 0.3 cent.  

The string vibrations were recorded with a 
custom-made capacitive probe which 
allowed contact free measurements. The 
basic idea was to use the string as one of 
the plates in a two-plate capacitor. A B&K 
2619 condenser microphone preamplifier 
was equipped with a flat facing instead of 
the microphone and the normal microphone 
polarization voltage (200 V) was applied 
between the string and the probe. The probe 
was positioned at a close distance from the 
string, about 1 – 1.5 mm (see Fig. 2.1). In 
this way no sound or other disturbances 
was picked up providing a clean signal 
suited for precise frequency estimation.  

 

Figure 2.1. The capacitive probe.

In principle, the capacitance varies inversely proportional to the distance between the string and 
probe facing and the recorded signal reflects the string displacement at the measurement point 
on the string. In this experiment the probe was not calibrated in absolute units (mm).  
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2.2 Recording the string vibrations 

2.2.1 Equipment 

Computer 

Capacitive probe 

Felt/rubber wedges and damper felt 

Guitar picks 

Measuring amplifier Brüel & Kjaer 
measuring amplifier type 2609 

Metallic stand with heavy foot 

Piano Steinway C grand 

String exciter (a piece of a guitar pick 
glued to a small wooden stick) 

USB sound card Tascam US-122 

Wooden board 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. String exciter

2.2.2 Recording 

The measurements were conducted for all three main and duplex strings for all keys in the range 
D4 – C8. Most strings were measured with the probe mounted approximately vertically, 
perpendicular to the string. For practical reasons four strings had to be measured with the probe 
leaning slightly (D5 and G#6 main left string, C#5 main right and G#6 left rear duplex string). 
The lid was removed and a wooden board was placed on top of the rim and secured with 
clamps. To be able to reach all strings, the wooden board had to be moved to different positions.  

A heavy metal stand holding the probe was placed on the board and the position of the probe 
was adjusted to obtain the desired distance from the string. For stability reasons, a heavy weight 
(4 kg) was placed on the base of the stand (see Fig. 2.3). The two strings adjacent to the 
measured string were completely dampened with piano tuner’s wedges.  

The signals were stored as smp-files using a sampling rate of 48 kHz using an external 
commercial sound card (Tascam US-122).  

All main strings were excited by keystrokes. The rear duplex strings were excited with both a 
guitar pick and a specially designed string exciter consisting of a piece of a guitar pick glued to 
a small wooden stick. The use of the string exciter gave a vertical pluck, while the guitar pick 
gave an essentially horizontal pluck. The reason for the alternative procedures was to ensure 
that a good signal was detected in all cases (the guitar pick gave a louder tone), while still being 
able to collect data with the string excited in the vertical direction using the string exciter. 

The front duplex strings were excited both by the string exciter and by keystrokes. Even though 
the front duplex string is not a part of the main string portion it does vibrate when the key is 
struck (see Sect. 3.4.1).  
All strings were excited several times; main strings two times and rear duplex three times with 
the pick and three times with the string exciter. The front duplex strings were excited three 
times with keystroke and three times with the string exciter. 
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The lengths of all main strings as well 
as the front and rear duplex strings 
were determined using rulers of 
different sizes. A string was 
considered to be terminated at the 
edge of the agraffe facing the string 
and at the middle of the bridge pin, 
respectively. At the capo d’astro bar a 
very thin ruler reached very close to 
the crossing point between string and 
bar.  

 
 

Figure 2.3. View of the measurement setup showing 
wooden board with capacitive probe mounted on 
metal stand.
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2.3 Analysis 
The data analyses were divided in three groups 
corresponding to sections in the piano divided by 
stiffener bars (see Fig. 2.4). Section 1 (D4 – C#5) has 
agraffe string terminations, while Section 2 (D5 – G6) 
and Section 3 (G#6 – C8) are terminated by the capo 
d’astro bar.  

Because of the large range in frequency in the 
measurements (200 – 7000 Hz), both time domain and 
frequency domain methods were used in order to 
achieve the required resolution in frequency 
extraction. For time domain methods the resolution 
will decrease towards higher frequencies, while for 
frequency domain methods the resolution generally 
increases. A time domain approach was used for 
Section 1 and Section 2 main and rear duplex strings 
(300 – 3000 Hz) and for the remaining strings a 
frequency domain method was used (2500 – 7000 
Hz). 

The recorded smp-files were converted into wav-files 
(Swell Audiofil). The individual file clips, 
corresponding to a number of excitations of a single 
main or duplex string, were compiled into eight chunk 
files using MatLab. The chunk files corresponded to a 
specific string part (main, rear duplex or front duplex) 
and a specific section.  

 

Figure 2.4. Division of the measured 
part of the keyboard into Sections.

2.3.1 Fundamental frequency extraction with autocorrelation method 
(time domain) 

A semi-automatic autocorrelation program, allowing for manual check and parameter control 
during the analysis, was used (Corr, Granqvist 2003). Basically the program extracts the 
fundamental frequency by comparing the signal across time windows of specified length. The 
result is a file with fundamental frequency values (f1) vs. time. The autocorrelation was run on 
the merged chunk files with a window length of typically around two periods (see Appendix I.2 
for analysis parameters). 

The fundamental frequency is far from stable during a piano tone (see Fig. 2.5). Generally a 
pitch rise is observed at the onset.  For the D4 main string in Fig. 2.5 (a) the pitch drops 
approximately 6 cent during the first 200 periods or 0.7 s (red area). In this example the pitch 
continues to decrease another 6 cent during the remaining part of the tone showed, about 800 
periods (2.7 s). The A#6 main string in Fig. 2.5 (b) shows an essentially flat pitch curve, while 
the front duplex C8 string in (c) exhibits small fluctuations (3 cent peak-to-peak)  with a 
periodicity  of  about 12 ms (80 Hz). 
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The fundamental string frequency was defined as an average across a reasonably stable part of 
the tone. Start and end points for the averaging were defined manually as described below, in 
order to obtain longest possible averaging interval.   

(a) Main string D4 (~0.3 kHz)       (b) Main string A#6 (~2 kHz)             (c) Front duplex C8 (~7 kHz) 

 

Figure 2.5. Instability in pitch during the attack phase, showing fundamental frequency vs. time. Red 
areas correspond to (a) the first 200 periods for D4, (b) the first 100 periods for A#6, and (c) the 
first 100 periods for C8. Each plot covers the first 1000 periods in total. 

The following principal sketch outlines the analysis of the recorded data (see Fig. 2.6). 

 

Figure 2.6. Overview of fundamental frequency extraction in the time domain approach. Boxes 
with soft corners represent MatLab calculations. 

Some sound files were first high-pass filtered (700 Hz cut-off)  to remove a slow variation of 
the equilibrium point of the string displacement in the 10-Hz range, probably caused by shaking 
movements of  the wooden board and stand (see Merged sound file box in Fig. 2.6).  

Following, a “starting point & approx matrix” was compiled. This two-column matrix contained 
two sample numbers (i.e. points in time) for each tone, manually chosen by inspection. The first 
point is where the program begins searching for the starting point of the tone. The tone was 
considered to start when the sample value exceeded a predefined amplitude threshold, specific 
for each section (see Appendix I.2). The second column is a sample number roughly at the 
middle of the tone, as determined by observation in the sound file. This value is used to extract 
an approximate fundamental frequency (approx) by simply collecting the frequency value 
corresponding to that sample number in the extracted f1 file. 

Resolution 
vector 

Resulting 
frequencies 

Corr 
Resulting table 

  .   ………… 
  .   ………… 
  .   ………… 

Min & max 
frequency 

wavread() or smpread() 

 Corr 
HP 

 
Result() 

 

Merged sound file 

 

Merged sound file 

High pass filtered 

 

f1 extraction file 
(merged file) 

LogSweep 

LogSweep 
frequency domain 

Resolution calculation: 
corrfel() 

Starting point & 
approx matrix 
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Both the start and end points of the averaging interval were chosen specifically for each 
measured section (see values in Appendix I.2). This was done by trial and error with the aim of 
finding start and end points which did not lead to systematic overestimations or 
underestimations of the fundamental frequencies in the particular section.  

The start and end points were determined and checked in a three-step iterative procedure: 

1. A first check of the frequency instability during the attack phase (generally a pitch rise) was 
made by inspecting the highest and lowest f1 curves in the section.  The starting point was set at 
a number of periods after the actual beginning of the tone. Typically 50 – 200 periods were 
necessary to avoid the instable part.  The endpoint was preliminary set to exclude a “wobbly” 
part in the extracted f1 file, generally occurring at the end of the tone when the amplitude 
became too low.   

2. Using the preliminary defined start and end points in (1), f1 averages were then calculated for 
all strings in the section. A check of that the start and end points were appropriately defined for 
the section was made by observing the maximum and minimum f1 values in the averaging 
interval for each string separately, and comparing with the calculated average fundamental 
frequency and approx.  The deviations were judged to be too large if they exceeded about 10 
cent for main strings and 70 cent for rear duplex. As an additional check the discrepancy 
between the mode frequency (most frequent value in the averaged range) and the computed 
average was compared.     

3. Finally, a vector with the relative difference between the averaged f1 values and approx for 
each tone in the section was compiled. The start and stop points of the averaging interval was 
judged acceptable when this vector contained approximately equal amount of negative and 
positive values. Mainly positive deviations indicated that the starting point was too close to the 
onset of the tone, capturing too much of the initial pitch rise. An end point too far towards the 
end of the tone was indicated by large deviations between maximum and minimum values 
according to (2).  

If the three checks described above were not passed, the start and end points of the averaging 
interval were adjusted and the procedure repeated. The process was terminated when acceptable 
values for all strings in the section had been obtained. The duration of the resulting averaging 
interval was typically 100 – 300 periods. 

Since each string was excited several times, the best candidate according to specific criteria was 
chosen as a single, final value of the fundamental frequency. This choice was guided by a 
selection algorithm (see Appendix I.4: sortera.m). This algorithm checked that the candidate did 
not deviate from approx more than 10 cent and that the total distance between highest and 
lowest averaged value were less than 70 cent. If more than one candidate passed this check, the 
algorithm suggested the value that had its average closest to the mode value of the averaged 
range. Also, the resolution was taken into account, see below. It should be noted that several 
choices were changed after manual inspection. 

2.3.1.1 Resolution 

The resolution of the autocorrelation analysis was estimated by a measuring approach (as 
opposed to calculating). The analysis aimed at a relative frequency resolution in the order of ε = 
10-0.5 ≈ 0.3 cent (0.02%). The resolution estimation was conducted after the analyses of the 
recorded tones in the following way (see also Fig. 2.6). 

A computer-generated sinus tone with a frequency corresponding to a measured frequency 
(within the aimed resolution ε) was analyzed with Corr using the same window length as in the 
previous analysis. The distance in cent between the measured frequency and the generated 
frequency of the sinus tone was calculated. The reason for comparing with a sinus tone was that 
the autocorrelation method has the lowest resolution for a smooth waveform (Granqvist, 
personal communication). 
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The sinus tones were created by generating a logarithmic sweep covering the frequency region 
of the recorded string frequencies. The sweep was staircase-shaped with the height of each step 
being ε cent. The frequency of step n in a logarithmic sweep is given by 
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where m is the total number of staircase levels (which corresponds to the number of steps plus 
one) in the staircase and n is the current step number (starting at zero). The lowest and highest 
frequencies of the sweep for each measurement section are fl and fh (see Appendix I.2). 

The duration of each step was set to 250% of the window length (w) used by Corr. In that way 
the sinus tone frequency was constant during the time corresponding to two windows lengths. A 
longer step duration would give much longer computation times.  The duration of the sweep in 
seconds as a function of w and fh an fl is given by 
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The obtained resolution was within the required 0.3 cent in general. However, due to 
interpolation errors, much poorer resolution was observed for specific frequencies, occurring 
with regular spacing. For this reason, the choice of the final value of the fundamental frequency 
among the candidates was also guided by the actual resolution. 

The resolution estimation was performed for all measured fundamental frequency candidates, in 
all 720 values.  
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2.3.2 Fundamental frequency extraction with FFT-based method 
(frequency domain) 

For the frequency domain approach to fundamental frequency estimation a predefined pitch 
estimation package for MatLab was used (Zölzer 2002). This package is hereafter referred to as 
“DAFXpitch()”. Frequency domain analysis was used for the entire Section 3 (main, front & 
rear duplex strings)  and for Section 2 front duplex, covering the frequency range 2500 – 7000 
Hz. Figure 2.7 shows a principal sketch of the process. 

 

Figure 2.7. Overview of fundamental frequency extraction in the frequency domain approach. 
Boxes with soft corners represent MatLab calculations. 

To improve the frequency resolution the method uses the phase information in the FFT spectra. 
First a preliminary fundamental frequency is estimated from the main peak in the FFT. The 
resolution is ∆f = fs / N where fs is the sampling frequency and N window length. The phase 
value at this frequency in the next time window is predicted, assuming a harmonic signal.  

This prediction is compared with the actual phase from the FFT of the next time window and 
the difference is used to compute a correction of the preliminary fundamental frequency. In this 
way, a resolution far below ∆f is obtained.   

The DAFXpitch() package gives a result vector (p2) containing the fundamental frequencies for 
blocks separated by the hop size (200 samples = 4 ms).  

Each analyzed file contained several repetitions of the same string, using key strokes and 
plucks. An automatic method was developed which identified tone starts and defined when a 
tone had ended. Again, a tone start was considered to occur when the amplitude passed a 
threshold value, specific for each section. The tone was considered as terminated when the 
amplitude stayed below half the threshold value during 100 ms. Using the same approach as in 
the time domain, the start and end appoint of the analyzed part of the tone was determined in a 
iterative three-step procedure.  
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For each file, a preliminary DAFXpitch() was run on the first tone and an estimated value of the 
fundamental frequency approx was calculated, by extracting the max point of a histogram of the 
data in the p2 vector. The fundamental frequencies of each strike were determined by averaging 
over a specified number of periods, together with a resolution calculation similar to the one 
performed in the time domain approach. 

Finally, the “best tone” for the final fundamental frequency value was chosen. A preliminary 
choice of the best candidate was made automatically with a similar algorithm as the one used in 
the time domain approach (see Appendix I.4: sorteraFFT.m). The algorithm checked that the 
distance to approx did not exceed 10 cent and that the distance between the highest and lowest 
averaged value were less than 70 cent. If more than one candidate passed this check, the 
algorithm suggested the value that had its average closest to the max point of a histogram of the 
measured data for that specific tone candidate. It should be noted that several choices were 
changed after manual inspection. 

A particular difficulty was encountered for the front duplex strings. In contrast to expectations, 
the spectrum of the front duplex string vibrations also contained the vibrations of the 
corresponding main string (see Sect. 3.4.1 below). For this reason the frequency range in which 
DAFXpitch() was allowed to search for the fundamental had to be narrowed for the front duplex 
measurements. The choice of these frequency values were done by inspection, creating a two-
column matrix, limiting the search range for DAFXpitch(). For those front duplex strings where 
the fundamental was very close to the 4th partial of the main tone, the decision on which spectral 
peak should be considered as the FD fundamental was made by calculating a theoretical value. 
Inharmonicity was taken into account by estimating an inharmonicity coefficient of the string. 
The coefficient was calculated through the standard inharmonicity formula using the first three 
partial frequencies in the spectrum. 

Bnnff n )1(1 2
1 −+≈  (2.2) 

where B is the inharmonicity coefficient (Fletcher & Rossing 1998). 
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2.4 Results, conclusions and observations 

2.4.1 Fundamental frequency of the strings 

The extracted fundamental frequencies of main strings and front and rear duplex strings are 
shown in Figure 2.8. A detailed table is given in Appendix I.1.  

 
Figure 2.8. Extracted fundamental frequencies from D4 to C8 (key 42 to 88). Main strings (blue 
curve, diamonds), rear duplex strings (pink curve, squares), and front duplex strings (green, 
triangles). Strings in the trichords shown from left to right as in the piano. 

The measured fundamental frequencies of the main strings exhibit the expected stretch 
according to inharmonicity. The octaves are generally more stretched than the classical values 
of the Railsback curve (Martin & Ward 1961 [19]), see Fig.2.9. The Railsback curve shows the 
fundamental frequency deviation in cent from equal tempered scale (assuming pure 
mathematical octaves 2:1) over the compass of the piano. From D4 up to E7 the difference 
between our measurements and the Railsback curve is modest, with a deviation value at E7 of 
about 18 cent as compared to a 15 cent. For the higher keys (F7 – C8) the octave stretch rise 
more drastically than the Railsback curve, ending with a deviation of about 45 – 50 cent above 
equal temperament for C8, which is 10 – 15 cent higher than the Railsback deviation. 

The frequencies of the rear duplex strings shows large dips, corresponding to the transitions 
between different harmonic relations of the rear duplex segments (double octave, twelfth, 
octave, fifth, unison), covering the range 1200 – 4800 Hz.  

The frequencies of the front duplex strings range between 4 – 7 kHz. Notice that there is no 
“stair case” structure in the front duplex. The three strings in the trichord are not supposed to be 
tuned in unison. The front duplex terminations are made of straight brass bars, positioned at an 
angle with the capo d’astro bar.  
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Figure 2.9. Main string fundamental frequency deviation in cents from equal tempered scale. 
Left strings in the trichord (blue curve, diamonds), middle strings (pink curve, squares), and 
right strings (green, triangles). 

2.4.2 Mistuning 

The mistuning of the main strings and front and rear duplex strings are shown in Figs. 2.10 – 
2.12 and in Table 2.1. (Note that the y-axes in the figures are logarithmic.) The mistuning is 
defined as the deviation in cent between the highest and the lowest frequency measured in the 
trichord, in accordance with earlier studies of mistuning performed by Kirk (1959) and 
Marandas (1995). The mistuning for the main strings was 0.3 – 2.2 cent, 0.2 – 3.5 cent, and 0.7 
– 8.2 cent in section 1, 2 and 3, respectively, with mean values of 1.3, 1.0 and 3.4 cent. The 
results suggest that the main string mistuning generally is larger in the high register.  

Table 2.1. Mean values of mistuning in cent. 

 Front duplex Main Rear duplex 
Tot. average 66.6 1.9 24.6 
Section 1 - 1.3 20.1 
Section 2 69.1 1.0 29.7 
Section 3 64.0 3.4 22.4 

The results fit well with Kirks’ results where the perceptually preferred mistuning for a concert 
grand piano (Baldwin model M, 158 cm) was found to be between 1 – 2 cent for selected keys, 
all corresponding to section 1 and 2 in this measurement. Musically more experienced listeners 
preferred mistunings in the lower end of the range.  

Marandas’ results are generally a bit lower; with a mean value of 0.6 cent across selected notes 
in the range B3 – A#6 (starting slightly more than an octave lower than section 1 and including 
section 1 and 2 in our measurements). The measurement resolution was claimed to be 0.1 cent. 
Averaging the main string mistuning for all keys in our experiment included in Marandas’ work 
yields 0.9 cent. 

The rear duplex mistuning was found to be in the order of 20–30 cent over most of the range of 
this experiment. In this case no systematic difference between different registers could be 
observed, the only exception being a slight trend towards lower mistunings in the lower half of 
Section 1.  
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The front duplex “mistuning” was found to be in the order of 70 cent across all measures notes. 
A high value of mistuning is to be expected as the front duplex terminations are not designed to 
give equal string lengths. 
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Figure 2.10. Mistuning of trichords, main strings and rear duplex in Section 1. 
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Figure 2.11. Mistuning of trichords. Main strings, rear and front duplex in Section 2. 
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Figure 2.12. Mistuning of trichords. Main strings, rear and front duplex in Section 3.
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2.4.3 Rear duplex relation to main string 

The patented string relations for rear duplex 
relative to the main string are all in the form 
p-1 where p is an integer. The fundamental 
(transverse mode) frequency of a string 
subject to inharmonicity is given by: 

Bnnff n
20

1 1+=  (2.3) 

where B is inharmonicity coefficient and n 
is the partial number (Fletcher, H. 1963). 
For an unwrapped string B is given by 
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where d is string diameter, L string length, 
and the others are constants. The term f1

0 is 
the fundamental of a flexible string, given 
by: 

µ/)2/1(0
1 TLf =  (2.5) 

where T is tension and µ is mass per unit 
length. 

Ignoring the motion of the string 
terminations (which will alter the effective 
wavelength of an inharmonic string), and 
assuming equal tension in rear and main 
segments, Eq. 2.5 and 2.3 implies that the 
proportions p aims for perfect match with 
the corresponding main string inharmonic 
partial.  

In practice, the measured frequencies of the 
rear duplex segments deviate from the 
aimed-for values, and so do the measured 
string lengths (see Fig. 2.13). 

Figure 2.13. Illustration of deviation of rear 
duplex frequencies and string lengths from 
perfect harmonic relation to the main string. 
Measured deviations in fundamental 
frequency in cents (blue), and predicted 
deviations according to measured main and 
rear duplex strings lengths (pink). The 
string diameters are indicated by the wire 
gauges. Sections indicated by colors; 
Section 1 (blue), Section 2 (grey) and 
Section 3 (brown).     
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The blue curve in Fig. 2.13 shows the deviation based on the frequency measurements  
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where the expression in the denominator is based on Eq. 2.2, taking the inharmonicity of the 
measured fundamental into account (see Eq. 2.3). The term f1 
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fundamental frequency of the main string.  
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The pink curve represents duplex string frequency deviation from a strictly harmonic relation 
with the corresponding main string partial, based on predicted frequencies from the measured 
string lengths: 
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The two curves in the figure are seen to correlate well: most of the edginess in the frequency 
deviation curve can be explained by the string length scaling. Two of the more drastic changes 
correlate with the section breaks at D5 and G#6, where the stiffener bars of the cast iron plate 
are located. The explanation of the high peak at E7, both in measured and predicted deviation is 
explained by a local mismatch in main/duplex string lengths. The dip at F7 coincides with a 
string diameter change, but theoretically, that has no direct influence on the harmonic relation 
between the main and rear duplex strings. 

The frequency relation between the main and rear duplex string is in principle set by the 
relations between the string lengths, provided that the tension is the same in the two parts of the 
string. Linear density µ is equal for the two string parts, and inharmonicity contributes the same 
amount of frequency stretch for partial p of the main string as for a duplex string with length l/p. 

It is apparent from Fig. 2.13 that there is a general offset between the measured deviations from 
harmonic relationship and the predicted deviations based on the string lengths. The predicted 
deviations frequencies are generally about 50 cent lower than the observed values. The offset 
could be due either to systematic measuring errors, or to tension differences between the main 
and rear duplex string, tension being higher in the duplex string.  

Measurement errors give a crucial contribution, especially the length measurements. A realistic  
estimated error would be 1 mm for both the main and duplex strings yields 10 cent deviation for 
the lowest measured key (D4) and 49 cent for the highest (C8), using a RMS addition method of 
the errors. Worst-case scenarios (measuring 1 mm wrong in opposite directions for the string 
parts of one key) yields 15 cent for D4 and 73 cent for C8. In order to explain a shift of 50 cent 
for these two notes, the length measurements would need to be 3.3 mm and 0.66 mm off, 
respectively, if the error is divided equally between the main and duplex string. At least for the 
lower tones, these figures are higher than what is realistic. It should also be noted that higher 
tones are easier to measure accurately in practice. The generally good agreement between 
details in the shapes of the curves with peaks and valleys talks against large errors in the length 
measurements as the main reason for the discrepancy. 

The string termination properties and a thorough investigation of their influence on duplex 
string segment vibrations are beyond the scope of this work, but the following basic reasoning 
applies. The idea that the rear duplex segments – scaled according to factor p - would be 
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perfectly tuned to a main string partial, provided that there was no difference in tension, is based 
on the assumption that the inharmonicity of a string mode is only dependent on the curvature of 
the vibrating mode. This would demand that the string terminations are ideal (rigid), since finite 
termination impedances will change the effective locations of the nodal points of the both the 
main and duplex string and alter their frequencies. 

In reality, the terminations at the bridge are not ideal but somewhere between clamped and 
pinned (hinged) boundary conditions. A clamped condition will shift the nodal point of a stiff 
string a small distance from the termination, making the effective length shorter. Realistic 
termination impedances are strongly frequency-dependent (Giordano 1998), and the frequency 
shifts, either up or down-ward, are hard to predict without direct measurements on the particular 
piano. Mass loading the bridge with a heavy weight (10 kg), which adds an impedance of 
approximately the same order of magnitude as the normal bridge impedance, would give an 
indication of influence of the non-rigid bridge. 

Awaiting further information from additional experiments, the offset between observed and 
predicted deviations from harmonic frequency relations is concluded to derive mainly from 
differences in tension between the main and duplex part of the same string wire. The observed 
offset indicate that the tension in the duplex part is higher. The offset varies somewhat across 
the measured range, but generally it is between 50 and 75 cent which corresponds to between 6 
and 9 % difference in tension between the two string parts. The cause of such a tension 
difference could be related to the stringing and tuning procedures. A requirement is that the 
friction between the string wire and the bridge is sufficiently high at the zigzag crossing 
between the bridge pins.  

It can be noted that the observed deviations from harmonic relations in our experiments are 
confirmed by earlier measurements (Askenfelt & Jansson 1993). In their study the deviation of 
the duplex scale frequencies from the corresponding main string partial was found to be 
between 7 and 170 cent. In agreement with our findings, the deviations were generally positive 
with higher frequencies of the duplex strings than the nominal harmonic values. 

2.5 Discussion 
The fundamental frequency extraction is of crucial importance and several approaches were 
tried before the procedures described in Sects. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 were established. An alternative 
approach to handle the problem of frequency instability in the attack phase (see Fig. 2.5) would 
have been to use an adaptive method, based for example on the slope of the f1 curve. 
Unfortunately, this turned out too laborious and time consuming to implement. As a main 
question for the measurement concerned mistuning, the most important factor was that all 
strings in a trichord strings were measured with the same parameters. This condition was 
fulfilled in the analysis. 

To find the averaging starting point for each tone (given a number of periods as the parameter), 
a zero-crossing method was considered by simply identifying the zero crossings and counting 
the number of periods, but the results often turned out to be wrong. For example it was quite 
common that the equilibrium of the string motion fluctuated, and nominal zero-crossings could 
then be inhibited due to this level shift. 

The method of calculating the fundamental period using an approximate frequency (approx), 
used both in the time domain and frequency domain approaches, was a compromise in order to 
find the “best possible” excerpt of the tone from a stability point of view. The method 
introduces a slight uncertainty in the comparability of the resulting frequencies. Note, however, 
that the deviation of approx from the finally chosen fundamental frequency was checked in all 
cases. 

An important general remark concerns the perceptual issues of a tone with changing 
fundamental frequency, like a piano tone. There is no self-evident answer to the basic question 
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“What is the pitch of this note?” This study focused on the acoustical properties of the string, so 
the results do not really say anything about how the tone is perceived. For example, when 
tuning trichords in the high register a piano tuner may focus on the attack phase of the tone. The 
applied method, which tries to identify a stable part in the f1 curve (after the initial pitch 
instability and before wobbling sets in), is based on a sound reasoning only. 
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String and bridge motion 
Two measurements of bridge motion, sound and string vibrations of a Steinway C grand 
are outlined. Results and conclusions are presented. 

3.1 Introduction and aim 
The purpose of the two measurements described in this chapter was to address questions 3 to 8 
in the problem specification (see Sect. 1.3). This was done by recording the string motion of 
main and duplex strings, the bridge motion, and sound level.  Different cases with the duplex 
segments tuned /detuned or vibrating/dampened with wedges were compared.  
The claims of piano technician Dan Franklin (see Sect. 1.2) – and also to a certain degree the 
Steinway patent document (“…these longitudinal vibrations are brought in harmony with the 
tone of the main section of the string” U.S. Patent, Steinway, 1872) – concern properly tuned 
rear duplex segments. Therefore it was interesting to try to tune the duplex string segments 
accurately and compare the measurement data with the case of “normal” concert condition 
tuning of the piano. Tuning the rear duplex string segments is, however, not easily done, so this 
part of the experiment was only conducted for a few sample keys.  
The measurement with tuned rear duplex strings also aimed at investigating the interaction 
between the struck main string and the rear duplex string segments of other keys (sympathetic 
vibrations or “crosstalk”). The focus was on how bridge and string motions react when keys 
other than their corresponding key are struck. 
In addition, comparisons and analysis of string and bridge motion for the piano normally tuned, 
(duplex strings not specifically tuned) are presented.     

3.2 Measurement of bridge motion and radiated 
sound 

3.2.1 Equipment 

Accelerometer Brüel & Kjaer, accelerometer type 4374 

Computer 

Felt/rubber wedges 

Mechanical pianist A long pendulum 

Piano Steinway C grand 

Piezzo electric amplifier Brüel & Kjaer charge amplifier type 2635 

Sound level meter Ono Sokki sound level meter LA-210 

USB sound card Tascam US-122 

Yardstick 
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3.2.2 Experiment 

Before the measurements started, the piano was tuned and brought into concert condition by a 
professional piano technician. The bridge motion and the sound were measured simultaneously 
with an accelerometer and a sound pressure level meter, respectively. This was done for 
different cases with the front and rear duplex strings being allowed to vibrate or completely 
dampened. During the measurements, the piano lid was fully opened and the wooden strip in 
front of the keys was removed. The accelerometer was placed at the middle of the bridge part 
corresponding to the section currently being measured (midway between stiffener bars). The 
sound level meter was placed approximately one meter from the soundboard (see Fig. 3.1). 

In Section 1 three tones were played, D4, G4 and C5. In Sections 2 and 3, all tones were played 
(D5 to C8). A “mechanical pianist” consisting of a long pendulum with a rubber facing at the tip 
(see Fig.3.2.) was placed in front of the keyboard and the pendulum was raised above it. A small 
wooden stick acted as support, holding the pendulum a fixed distance above the key. The stick 
was then suddenly removed, causing the pendulum to fall down on the key and play the note. 
The reason for using a mechanical pianist was to be able to hit the key several times with equal 
force. This method is considered to give good reproducibility of the key strokes (Askenfelt & 
Jansson 1990).  

 

  

Figure 3.1. SPL meter placement. Figure 3.2. Mechanical pianist. 
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3.3 Measurement with accurately tuned rear 
duplex strings 

3.3.1 Equipment 

Accelerometer Brüel & Kjaer, accelerometer type 4374 

Angle measuring tool 

Computer 

Calibrating tool 

Capacitive probe 

Felt/rubber wedges 

Mechanical pianist  

Mechanical pianist position savers Wooden sticks attached to the floor with sticky tape. 

Measuring amplifier Brüel & Kjaer measuring amplifier type 2609 

Metallic stand with heavy foot 

Piano Steinway C grand 

USB sound card Tascam US-122 

Voltage generator Solartron DC power supply, type AS 1164-2 

Wooden board 

3.3.2 Experiment 

The string displacement and bridge motion were measured simultaneously with the capacitive 
probe and an accelerometer on the bridge. The experiment was set up to record different cases 
of rear duplex being tuned/detuned or vibrating/dampened with wedges. This was done with 
several different keys being struck to evaluate crosstalk. Three keys were part of the 
investigation: C6, A6 and G7.  

The lid was removed and the 
wooden board – with all the 
equipment – was placed directly 
on the rim and anchored with 
clamps. The rear duplex strings 
were then tuned by the piano 
technician. This was done using 
a combination of two 
techniques; tuning the string 
with the tuning hammer and 
pushing the strings (duplex or 
main part) with a small piece of 
wood. Three duplex segments 
corresponding to the three 
selected keys were tuned and 
measured during the 
experiment. No strings in the 
trichords were dampened.  

 

Figure 3.3. Tuning the rear duplex segments. 
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For G7 all strings were measured but for the other tones only one string in the trichord was 
measured. When the motion of the rear duplex strings was recorded, different keys were struck. 
Measuring the C6 duplex string segment, the C5, C6 and C7 keys were struck, and when 
measuring the A6 duplex string segments, the E6, A6 and E7 keys were struck. These keys were 
chosen because of their harmonic relation to the rear duplex segments being measured (see 
Table 3.1). For the measurement of G7 only G7 were struck. The key strokes had to be 
performed with the same force every time. For this reason, the position of the mechanical 
pianist relative to the piano was marked on the floor (see Fig. 3.4).  

 

Figure 3.4. Mechanical pianist position. Table 3.1. Harmonic relations between rear duplex   
 and main string segments. Only the rear duplex 
segments of C6, A6 and G7 were accurately tuned in 
the experiments.  

After completing the measurements with accurately tuned duplex strings, G7 had its rear duplex 
segments “detuned.” This was done by tuning the strings in the trichord too low and then tuning 
them back up to their “normal” pitch level, without paying specific attention to the rear duplex 
segments. The measurement procedure was then repeated for G7 in exactly the same way as 
previously. Since the position of the probe relative to the string had been carefully adjusted in 
the measurements of all main and duplex strings, the probe could be repositioned at the same 
spot as in the “tuned” case. 

3.4 Results 
If nothing else is stated, the spectrums in the following chapter used a Hamming window of 87 
ms length, a logarithmic frequency axis and a level axis of 60 dB. The grey lines indicate 
divisions of 10 dB. Time values given for each figure comparing two different spectra or in the 
context of such comparisons defines the point in time after tone onset where the FFT-window 
starts. 

3.4.1 Main tone and front duplex 

Comparing piano tones with the front duplex segments vibrating and dampened, respectively, it 
is clearly heard that a dampening of the duplex segment influence the main string vibrations as 
well. In Fig. 3.5 spectrograms showing the bridge motion when striking key G#6 with and 
without the front duplex segment dampened are shown. The tone is hit with equal force using 
the mechanical pianist. 

Keys D4–E5 F5–B5 C6–G6 G#6–F#7 G7–C8 

RD 
relation 

Double 
octave 

Octave 
+ fifth 

Octave Fifth Unison 

Corresp. 
RD “fun-
damental” 

D6–E6 C7–F#7 C7–G7 D#7–C#8 G7–C8 
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 (a)       (b) 

 

Figure 3.5. Bridge motion spectrograms of tone G#6 with front duplex segment (a) vibrating and (b) 
dampened.  Time axis range from tone start and 1.7 s forward. Keys are struck with equal force by 
mechanical pianist. The presence of the lowest front duplex partial in (a) is indicated by an arrow.   

It is clear that the dampening not only removes the front duplex tone, but also makes the main 
string fundamental and partials weaker and shorter in duration. Further, spectral analysis of data 
from the capacitive probe mounted directly above the front duplex segment shows the presence 
of the main string fundamental and lower partials together with the front duplex lowest partial 
(“duplex tone”), see Fig. 3.6.

 

Figure 3.6. Spectrum of the 
string motion of the front 
duplex string segment of key 
A#6 during the attack phase. 
Tone excited by mechanical 
pianist key stroke. The 
fundamental and two 
overtones of the main string 
are seen together with the 
front duplex lowest partial 
(“duplex tone”).  

Interestingly, the fundamental of the main string is about 3 dB stronger than the front duplex 
tone during most of the attack phase and decay.  When the front duplex strings were excited 
with the string exciter, the presence of the main string fundamental was greatly reduced, 
although some traces were still noticeable. 
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3.4.2 Rear duplex effect on bridge motion 

The spectrum of the bridge motion for keystrokes with rear duplex left vibrating or being completely 
dampened, respectively, were compared, using data from the measurements without accurate tuning of 
the rear duplex string segments (see Figs. 3.7 – 3.9). Each pair of compared spectra is aligned in time. 
The spectra refer to time windows starting between 50 – 400 ms after tone onset.  The figures are 
grouped into sections according to rear duplex harmonic relation with main string (see Table 3.1). 

3.4.2.1 Double octave 

In the range with the rear duplex strings tuned in double octaves (D4 – E5; measured tones D4, G4 & 
C5 – E5) some spectral differences were found in two cases. With the rear duplex segment left vibrating 
a second peak turned up besides the fourth partial (double octave) of the main string, corresponding to 
the duplex segment (see Fig. 3.7). The peaks were about 40 dB lower than the main string fundamental. 
This suggests that traces of the rear duplex vibrations are transferred to the bridge. Although the duplex 
tone is part of the bridge vibrations and thus contributing to the radiated sound, it does not necessarily 
mean that it can be heard. The second peak was present in the sound level measurements as well. 

Figure 3.7. Spectrum of bridge motion for tones (a) G4 and (b) C5, comparing rear duplex completely 
dampened and left vibrating. Keys stuck with mechanical pianist. Noticeable differences between the 
cases are indicated by arrows. 

(a) Tone G4, 0.4 s after tone onset; rear duplex dampened (brown curve) and left vibrating (green 
curve). 
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(b) Tone C5, 0.1 s after tone onset; rear duplex dampened (pink curve) and left vibrating (blue curve). 

 

3.4.2.2 Twelfth (octave + fifth) 

In this range (F5 – B5), differences were found only for one key, G5. Again, an additional peak was 
found at the main string partial corresponding to the duplex tone (3rd partial), about 40 dB weaker than 
the main tone fundamental. 

Figure 3.8. Spectrum of bridge motion for tone G5, 0.1 s after tone onset; rear duplex dampened (red 
curve) and left vibrating (blue curve). 
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3.4.2.3 Octave and fifth 

For the rear duplex segments that were tuned to an octave and to a fifth of the main string, respectively, 
covering the ranges C6 – G6 and G#6 – F#7, no tangible differences were found when comparing 
bridge motion spectra. 

3.4.2.4 Unison 

For the remaining keys (G7 – C8), where the duplex tone is tuned in unison with the main string, peaks 
close to the fundamental could be observed for four of the six tones. As expected, these peaks were 
present only when the rear duplex strings were left vibrating (see Figs. 3.9 a – d). The following figures 
show the fundamental of the bridge motion signal for all keys with unison tuned rear duplex except G7 
and A7, in which case nothing was found. This time, the “extra peaks” were significantly stronger in 
relation to the fundamental, than for the previous harmonic relations investigated, seemingly between 5 
and 25 dB. The differing peaks are indicated with arrows: 

Figure 3.9. Spectrum of bridge motion with rear duplex dampened (black curve) and left vibrating (red 
curve): 

(a) Tone G#7, 0.05 s after tone onset. 

 

(b) Tone A#7, 0.08 s after tone onset. 
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(c) Tone B7, 0.08 s after tone onset. 

 

(d) Tone C8, 0.08 s after tone onset. 
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3.4.3 Sound 

The data from the sound level measurement confirmed the results above, showing double peaks 
at the “matching” partials for the same cases as above. No further findings were obtained from 
the sound analysis.  

3.4.4 Rear duplex crosstalk - the unison reaction 

During a sound check in a preliminary experiment an interesting observation was made when 
comparing bridge acceleration and string displacement (capacitive probe), see Figure 3.10. 

The probe was placed over the 
rear duplex string of A6, tuned 
to a perfect fifth of the main 
string. The perfect fifth of A is E 
so this duplex segment is tuned 
in unison with E7 (see Table 
3.1). In the recording in Fig. 
3.10 the key E7 was struck 
followed by D7. It can clearly 
be seen that there is a large 
response of the A6 duplex string 
segment when striking E7, but 
not for D7. The observation 
inspired the separate experiment 
with accurately tuned rear 
duplex strings (see Sect. 3.3), in 
order to investigate the 
“crosstalk” between main and 
duplex strings of different keys. 

 

Figure 3.10. Bridge motion (top) and A6 rear duplex 
string motion (bottom) when E7 and D7 are struck in 
sequence. 

In the measurements of cross-talk the rear duplex response were examined for two duplex 
segments while striking three different keys (see Fig. 3.11).  The figures show displacement 
level curves when the capacitive probe was placed above the rear duplex string of tone A6 and 
C6. The mechanical pianist then struck the three different keys. For key A6 the duplex tone is 
E7, and keys E6, A6 and E7 were struck, with octave, fifth and unison as relation to A6 duplex 
tone. For key C6 the duplex tone is C7, and keys C5, C6 and C7 were struck with double 
octave, octave and unison relation to C6 duplex tone. The figures clearly indicate a substantially 
larger response (7 – 8 dB) when the duplex string is tuned in unison, irrespective of which key 
is being struck.  
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Figure 3.11. 

Time history of the response of the rear duplex string (capacitive probe) for (a) A6 when keys 
E6, A6 and E7 are struck, and (b) C6 when keys C5, C6 and C7 are struck . Keys played by 
mechanical pianist. The duplex strings were accurately tuned to the corresponding main 
strings. Duration shown is 4.5 s. 

   

 

The previous experiment shows that the rear duplex segment responds, even when distant keys 
with appropriate frequency relations of the main string are played.  An attendant question is if 
this crosstalk can influence the bridge motion and sound. To address this question, the bridge 
motion and main string motion of C7 and E7 were measured with the tuned rear duplex 
segments of C6 and A6 completely dampened and compared with the case of freely vibrating 
duplex segments. No differences in spectral levels of the matching partials were observed, 
however.  
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3.4.5 Rear duplex string motion with accurately tuned rear duplex 

3.4.5.1 Octave tuned rear duplex (C6) 

Figure 3.13 shows the displacement of C6 rear duplex string compared with the bridge 
displacement at the same point in time for the cases of striking keys C5 and C6. Note that the 
two spectra are not calibrated (only the magnitude of peaks from the same curve can be 
compared)! 

Figure 3.13. String displacement of C6 rear duplex segment (black curve) compared to bridge 
displacement (red curve) when key (a) C6 and (b) C5 is struck with mechanical pianist. The 
main tone partials (M1, M2 …) and duplex tone partials (RD1, RD2) are indicated in the figure. 

 

(a) Key C6 struck. About 0.1 s after tone onset. 

 

(b) Key C6 struck. About 0.1 s after tone onset. 
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Figure 3.13 (a) depicts the early part of the tone when the lowest partial of the string segment 
(C7), its corresponding octave overtone and the main tone fundamental (C6) are still there. The 
main tone fundamental is clearly present in the rear duplex spectrum. About 0.5 seconds after 
tone onset, the rear duplex overtone (RD2) disappears but the main and duplex fundamental 
tones (M1 and RD1) stay during the aftertone. 

The spectral content of the C6 rear duplex string when C5 is struck (3.13.b) have a great deal of 
the main key fundamental (C5) in it. 0.7 Seconds after tone onset this partial is equally strong as 
the rear duplex tone (RD1) and stays so for the entire tone. 

3.4.5.2 Fifth tuned rear duplex (A6) 

The displacement of A6 rear duplex string about 0.06 s after tone onset is compared with the 
bridge displacement at the same point in time in Fig. 3.14. Again, the two curves are not 
calibrated! 

 

Figure 3.14. String displacement of A6 rear duplex segment (black curve) compared to bridge 
displacement (red curve) when key A6 is struck with mechanical pianist. About 0.06 s after tone 
onset. Hamming window 50 ms. The main tone partials (M1, M2, and M3) and duplex tone 
partials (RD1, RD2) is indicated in the figure. 

The string motion of the rear duplex has the most dominant partial where the main string and 
the rear duplex segment have their least common partial, which is the main tone third partial and 
rear duplex second partial (“F8”). About 0.2 s after onset, the three peaks A6, E7, and F8 (main 
tone fundamental, rear duplex tone and least common partial respectively) are equally strong 
and later, 0.8 s after onset, only the main fundamental (“A6”) can be detected and is dominant 
over the duplex segments own vibration modes. No explanation for the peak at D7 in the figure 
could be found. 

3.4.5.3 Unison tuned rear duplex (G7) 

For the unison tuned tone, G7 a similar comparison leads to the expected result of having a very 
dominant fundamental in the rear duplex displacement spectrum. The first overtone (2nd partial 
of both duplex and main string) can be seen right in the beginning of the tone but it disappears 
about 0.1 s after tone onset. This is also the case with the octave tuned C6 rear duplex string 
motion when key C7 is struck. Here the first overtone disappears after about 0.7 s. 
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3.4.6 Detuning 

To see if accurate tuning of the rear duplex could have an effect on the sound, spectral 
comparisons were made between different cases with the rear duplex segment of key G7 
accurately tuned (see Sect. 3.3) and “detuned.” The detuning was obtained by letting the piano 
tuner lower the tuning considerably and then tune the trichord again, without taking any specific 
action to tune the rear duplex strings. After this procedure the rear duplex segments were about 
3 cent lower in tuning compared to the accurately tuned case, and about 6 cent lower compared 
to the nominal harmonic relation (unison) with the main string. Note that this detuning is quite 
modest (see Sect. 2.4.3).  

String motion data for all main and rear duplex strings of G7 were analyzed together with the 
corresponding bridge motion, in order to estimate any actual influence on sound and timbre. 
The differences observed were very small, but since all three main and duplex strings were 
measured several times, some subtle tendencies are worth reporting. In the string motion 
measurements of the rear duplex strings it seemed that the aftertone was slightly stronger for the 
lowest partial (corresponding to main string fundamental G7) in the tuned case. It also seemed 
to last longer. Looking at the corresponding bridge motion, the same partial appeared to be 
slightly stronger in the attack for the detuned case. No differences were found in the motion of 
the main string, but the bridge motion of the same tones also showed a tendency towards a 
slightly stronger fundamental in the attack for the detuned case, confirming the rear duplex 
measurements (in all 2 repeats x (3+3) strings = 12 measurements of bridge motion).  

3.5  Conclusions  
1. Completely dampening the front duplex segments also dampens the sound of the main tone 

considerably, apart from removing the front duplex tone. 

2. For some keys with double octave and octave + fifth (twelfth) harmonic duplex tuning, a 
component corresponding to the fundamental of the duplex string (“duplex tone”) could be 
detected in the bridge motion when the rear duplex strings were left free to vibrate. The 
component, which was about 40 dB weaker than the main string fundamental, disappeared 
when the duplex strings were completely dampened.  Most keys having a unison rear 
duplex relation also showed this feature. Here the duplex component in the bridge motion 
was tones 5 – 25 dB weaker than the main string fundamental. 

3. On the basis of the following two observations it is concluded that crosstalk between main 
strings and rear duplex (RD) segments corresponding to other, different main strings exists: 

a. The signal measuring string vibrations of the RD segments of A6 and C6 – which are 
tuned to E7 and C7 respectively – had a significantly higher level when keys E7 and C7 
were struck than when their respective corresponding keys (with which they share their 
physical strings) were struck at an approximately equal force. The difference was 
around 7 – 8 dB for the peak of a level curve. 

b. When C5 were struck, surprisingly much of its fundamental tone was found in the 
spectrum of the string displacement of C6 rear duplex (tuned to C7). The same 
phenomenon was observed when striking keys C6 and A6 in which case the 
corresponding rear duplex spectra contained a large amount of main tone fundamental. 
This indicates that main string vibration modes can be transmitted to the rear duplex 
segments, even if those RD segments does not correspond to the specific key being 
struck.  

4. The spectrum of the rear duplex string motion for the fifth tuned A6 RD seems to have its 
most dominant mode where it has its least common partial with the main string.  

5. Both bridge motion and RD string motion measurements (result 2 and 3.a in this list) 
clearly indicate that unison is the harmonic relation most subject to duplex phenomena. 
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6. The results from the investigation of detuning suggest that tuning or not tuning the rear 
duplex strings might have a subtle effect on the sound. Further investigation is needed to 
confirm that.  

3.6 Discussion 
The tendencies in Sect. 3.4.6. (Detuning) is very subtle. Still, a suggested interpretation is that 
an accurately tuned unison RD string might reduce the sound of the corresponding fundamental 
in the attack and instead lengthening it in the aftertone, as compared to a detuned one. 

With the studies in Sect. 3.4.4. (Rear duplex crosstalk - the unison reaction), it is suggested that 
a similar experiment looking for spectral differences in the main string and bridge motion/sound 
is conducted with keys tuned unison with distant/non corresponding RD segments (for example 
E7 and C7) without having the rear duplex segments accurately tuned. This would make the 
search for differences easier. When comparing main string spectra with dampened and vibrating 
corresponding RD strings, a duplex tone peak is hard to detect when it is perfectly in tune with a 
peak in the main tone spectrum. The results with unisons from Sect. 3.4.2. (Rear duplex effect 
on bridge motion) suggest that interesting results could be reached from such a measurement. 

It is suggested that the phenomenon with the front duplex dampening affecting the main tone 
could possibly be explained by the fact that the string termination under the capo d´astro bar is 
not totally rigid. Since the string has certain stiffness, an upward movement of the main string 
will pull the front duplex string down and vice versa. This will repeat itself with the frequency 
of the main string which might explain the traces of the main string vibrations in the front 
duplex string spectrum.
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Listening test 
A listening test with recorded samples of a Steinway D concert grand is described. The 
recording of the test material, the development of the ABX-test and the conduction of 
the listening tests are outlined. Results and conclusions are presented. 

Introduction 
Piano tuners and piano technicians claim to hear a difference in sound with the duplex strings 
dampened, at least under the right conditions. The audibility of some duplex phenomena is 
indicated by the fact that the question is a matter of discussion between professional pianists and 
piano technicians. Informal listening tests, conducted with several listeners including two piano 
technicians, also indicated that some duplex phenomena are audible (see Appendix II.4). These 
findings motivated a larger, controlled listening test. 

4.1 Aim 
The aim of the listening test was to determine if musicians and/or a control group could hear an 
influence of duplex differences, without knowing what to listen for and without training (“naïve 
listeners”). The purpose was thus not to conclude if the phenomena could be heard under 
laboratory conditions and with the listener’ focus actively directed towards duplex differences. 
Rather the test was designed to conclude if duplex differences could be appreciated in a 
musician’s “daily musical life”. Particular effort was made to ensure that the listeners should 
have no prior information on the question at hand, besides that it got to do with “piano timbre” 
(see Appendix II.5).  

4.2 Recording session 

4.2.1 Equipment 

Computer 

9 arrays of damper felt pads (see Fig. 4.2) 

Drapes 

Felt/rubber wedges and damper felt 

Headphones AKG K240, 600 ohm 

Metronome 

2 Condenser Microphones CM3 

Piano Steinway D concert grand 

Sound isolating screens 

USB sound card Tascam US-122 

Venetian blind cord (the “Greger cord”) 

XLR cables 
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4.2.2 Recording 

Test material was recorded using a Steinway D 
concert grand. Before the recording session the 
instrument was carefully tuned and brought into 
concert condition. The recordings took place in 
a large rehearsal room with suitable acoustics 
for piano performance. Two CM3 condenser 
microphones were used and the signal was 
collected with a sampling rate of 48 kHz.   
In order to reach the best piano sound and 
stereo sound image, a series of seven pilot 
recordings were conducted with different 
microphone positions. The experimenter and 
the audio engineer then took the recordings 
home to familiar sound environments and 
ranked the recordings without access to the 
description of the microphone positions. 
Independently they chose the same recording as 
the best one, which determined the choice of 
microphone position. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Microphone position judged as 
optimal for the listening test.  

The recording session was divided into five cases. For each case the piano was prepared in a 
certain way and the musician played four sample types (tunes), each of which repeated several 
times. During the recordings, the duplex parts of the piano were covered with thin drapes so the 
pianist wouldn’t know what was done to the instrument. 

Recorded cases 

 1. The Greger cord 
The Greger cord refers to a specific method to 
dampen the “bad part of the sound” in the 
front duplex strings, referring to the duplex 
tone (see Sect. 3.4.1). A venetian blind cord is 
sewed in between the front duplex strings and 
the tension of the cord is altered to a degree 
where the duplex tone is dampened without 
changing the main tone too much. 

 2. Unaltered piano 
 3. Rear duplex dampened 
The rear duplex section was completely 
dampened with three arrays of damper felt 
pads glued to thin wooden bars. 

 4. Front and rear duplex dampened 
The front and rear duplex strings were 
completely dampened with damper pad arrays. 

 5. Front duplex dampened  
 The front duplex strings were completely 
dampened with six arrays of damper pads. 
 

Sample types 

 1. Schubert’s Impromptu op. 90 no 2, bar 232 to  
 241, 184 bpm. 
The excerpt from the Impromptu covers Sections 1 
through 3 with rapid melody lines. 

 2. Fast chromatic scales from C4 to C8, 144 bpm. 

 3. Broken chords, C-major from C4 upwards and  
 E-major from E4 upwards, 144 bpm. 

 4. Tones played in isolation, C4, C5, G#5, C#6, G#6, 
 G7.     
The isolated tones were chosen according to the 
following reasoning: C4 and C5 represent one low and 
one high tone in Section 1. G#5 and C#6 represent 
Section 2, including one low tone with long front 
duplex strings, and one high tone with short front 
duplex strings. G#6 is interesting because the front 
duplex string length corresponds approximately to a 
perfect fifth of one of the main string overtones. It also 
represents the long front duplex in section 3 while G7 
represents a short front duplex.  
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To the left: figure 4.2. 
Front and rear duplex 
dampened with 
damper pad arrays. 

To the right: figure 
4.3. The duplex parts 
covered with drapes. 

  

4.3 The ABX-test 
Working in the PureData 
environment, an ABX-test 
program was developed. The 
ABX-test method is double blind 
and well suited for tests searching 
for audibility of subtle differences 
like the one at hand. In an ABX-
test the listener is presented with a 
number of trials, each containing 
three stimuli: A, B and X. One of 
stimuli A and B are similar to X 
and the other is different from X 
with respect to the difference the 
test is designed to evaluate. The 
listeners’ task is to match X with  
A or B by judging which of the 
two is similar to X. Figure 4.6 
shows the user interface that the 
listeners were presented with.  

 

 Figure 4.6. The ABX-listening test interface.

4.3.1 Stimuli 

The original material from the recording session was split into separate files for each listening 
test sample with the find silence plug-in in the program Audacity. Clips were cut with specific 
gaps of silence in the beginning and end. The gaps in the beginning were chosen to 0.10 ms for 
all files (with the silence level set to 26 dB). 

The sample files were thereafter sorted into “pools,” each pool corresponding to a one case and 
one sample type (e.g. single tone C#6, rear duplex dampened).  A selection of pools was made 
for the main listening test (see Table 4.1). A main constraint for this selection was the duration 
of the listening test sessions in order to avoid fatigue. The choice of cases - unaltered, rear 
duplex dampened, and front duplex dampened - is practically self-evident. With both rear and 
front duplex dampened there is no possibility to assess the relative importance of the two duplex 
ends. The Greger cord was deemed to be a second step in refinement and beyond the scope of 
this study.  

The choice of sample types was restricted to melody and single tones, representing normal 
listening, and possibility of concentration to details, respectively. The reason for choosing the 
tone G7 for the single tone/ rear duplex test, was a hypothesis based on the grounds of previous 
acoustical measurement that the difference would be most audible for tones with the rear duplex 
strings being related as unisons to the main string. The tone G7 is the lowest of these tones.
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The choice of C#6 for the single tone/ front duplex test was that it was the lowest tone with 
front duplex strings that sounded perfectly in tune. The lowest tone recorded (G#5) had a slight 
beating.  

In all seven combinations of cases and sample types (pools) were used in the listening tests.   

Table 4.1. Selected cases and sample types for the main listening test. 

Cases Sample types 

2. Unaltered piano 

3. Rear duplex dampened 

5.  Front duplex dampened 

1. Schubert’s Impromptu op. 90 no 2, beat 232 to 241, 184 
bpm. (c) 

2. Single tone C#6 (ex4) 
3. Single tone G7 (ex6)  x = case number 
 

Each pool is described by the case number and the sample type, for example single tone C#6, 
case 5, front duplex dampened (e54). There were initially around 15 recordings in the melody 
pools and around 20 in the single tone pools. After removing files that contained disturbing 
sounds (like inhalation noise, foot scrapes), small mistakes by the pianist, or too deviating 
interpretations, the pools used in the main test included the following number of recordings:  

Table 4.2. Number of recordings included in the pools. 

Pool # recordings 
Melody, unaltered piano (c2) 

Melody, rear duplex dampened (c3) 

Melody, front duplex dampened (c5) 

Single tone c#6, unaltered piano (e24) 

Single tone c#6, front duplex dampened (e54) 

Single tone g7, unaltered piano (e26) 

Single tone g7, rear duplex dampened (e36) 

11 

17 

13 

17 

17 

19 

16 

Each test consisted of a comparison between two pools, one always being the unaltered piano 
(case 2), and the other being one of the other four pools. Each trial contained one randomly 
chosen stimulus from one the two pools with two randomly chosen non-identical stimuli from 
the other pool. Stimulus X belonged to case 2 (unaltered piano) in half of the trials, and to the 
other pool in the remaining half. The order of presentation was randomized. The correct 
answers (A or B) were totally randomized. This procedure was followed to ensure independence 
between all trials and to be able to treat them group-wise. It is commonly considered acceptable 
to ignore the risk of individual listener habits affecting the independence of different trials 
(Leventhal 1986). 

4.3.2 Subjects 

The listening test was performed with a total of 19 listeners, all between 20 and 46 years of age. 
Nine of these, the musicians, had an academic degree as pianists, or were students from the  
piano  programs  at the Royal College of Music in Stockholm (KMH).Their fields of study were 
either classical, jazz or music teacher.  

A control group consisting of ten persons was set up with the criterion of not qualifying as 
musicians. Most people in the control group had no musical background, but some had played 
an instrument for a couple of years, including the piano.  
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Around ten trial tests with other persons with different musical experiences (scientists familiar 
with the specific or adjacent fields of study, people with no musical background, one audio 
engineer and one piano student at KMH) were performed prior to the main test.  The purpose 
was to determine which sample types to use, how many questions were reasonable to include in 
each test before the subjects were exhausted, identifying bad sound files, and refining the test 
procedure in other aspects.  

Based on the trial test it was decided to use the following test design: 

Part 1 (front duplex) 

Instructions (see Appendix II.1): Which example is most similar to X: A or B? Listen to 
the timbre  of the piano from the two-line octave and upwards (marked green)! Ignore 
pedals, left hand and variations in interpretation and tempo. If you are unsure, just guess! 

Test 1.1:  25 trials. Single tone C#6, front duplex dampened compared to unaltered 
piano.  

Test 1.2:  12 trials. Melody, front duplex dampened compared to unaltered piano. 

 

PAUSE 

Part 2 (rear duplex) 

Instructions: A new change of timbre has been done! Otherwise, it is the same instructions 
as before. Which example is most similar to X: A or B? Listen to the timbre of the piano 
from the two-line octave and upwards (marked green)! Ignore pedals, left hand and 
variations in interpretation and tempo. 

Test 2.1: 25 trials. Single tone G7, rear duplex dampened compared to unaltered 
piano (RD harmonic relation: unison). 

Test 2.2: 12 or 16 trials. Melody, rear duplex dampened compared to unaltered 
piano. 

The instructions were formulated with an emphasis on listening for a timbre differences and not 
interpretation aspects. This decision was based on observations in the trial tests that people with 
formal musical background tend to pay large interest to such differences, at least when 
differences in timbre properties are subtle.  

Before each of the four parts of the listening test session the listener did a familiarization test 
consisting of three questions without feedback. The familiarization was included to ensure that 
the listeners understood how the test worked and to reduce training effects. After the 
familiarization test the listener was asked “Have you understood what you are supposed to do? 
and ”Do you have any idea what to listen for?” During the first familiarization test, the function 
of the ABX-interface usually had to be orally explained.  After each real test the listener was 
asked “Can you describe what differences you listened for?” 

The test sessions were conducted in a small room with no other activity taking place. All 
listeners used the same headphone set (AKG K240, 600 ohm) connected to the computer via a 
Phonic AM220 mixer. The listener was seated at a computer in the corner of the room. Two 
damper screens were placed on the sides facing the room to make the listening environment 
more silent and private, so that the listener did not get distracted by the feeling of being 
watched. For the same reason the experimenter was seated far away on the other side of the 
damper screens, out of sight of the subject. 
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4.4 Analysis 
The statistical calculations on the collected data used cumulative binomial probabilities 
(calculated with the MatLab function binocdf()). These give exact answers and it is 
recommended to use them whenever the test conditions allow this kind of analysis. This easy 
and exact statistic treatment is one of the main advantages of the ABX-test. The calculations 
were performed in the following way (Srednicki 1988): 

The probability of getting exactly C correct answers: 
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where T is the total number of trials and p is the probability that any given answer is correct. 
Since p is always 0.5 for an ABX-test a significance test on the 95 % level of confidence would 
test the following condition: 
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The risk that the test concludes an inaudible difference to be audible is called a type 1 error, α. 
The type 1 error is also calculated with this formula (Eq. 4.2).  

The type 2 error, β, is the risk that the test concludes an audible difference inaudible and it is 
calculated as follows: 
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The term pat is the audibility threshold and it is an assumption about p. If a person actually have 
pat as audibility threshold, pat is “the proportion of correct choices made by that listener over an 
infinite number of trials” (Leventhal 1986). Subsequently, the value pat =0.75 is the probability 
that any answer given will be correct if the listener can hear something in half of the trials. The 
choice of 0.75 as a value for this threshold is something of a standard value for comparison tests 
(Clark 1982) and it is considered to be a reliable audibility threshold (Srednicki 1988). The term 
can also be calculated as: 
 

25.0 hpat +=  (4.4) 

 
where h is the fraction of trials where the listener can hear a difference. Traditionally, if the 
listeners actual ability to hear is constricted to hear in less than 20% of the trials (h=0.2 and pat 
=0.6) the absence of any audible difference is considered to be established (Srednicki 1988). 

Usually when conducting significance test on data the probabilities used in the calculation 
derives from a comparison with some known theoretical distribution, for example the normal 
distribution-test or the χ2 -test. In these cases, you define an exact confidence level (CL) and 
then extract the probability by integrating the distribution up to that point. In the cumulative 
binomial probabilities-case you have exact probabilities so here you have to find a certain 
number of correct answers necessary to reject the null hypothesis for a given test, where the 
exact probability of getting that result or better by chance is less than one minus the chosen 
confidence level. This is why the confidence level is chosen as an inexact term in this work 
(CL>95%).  

The one hypothesis (H1) is directional meaning that only results significantly better than chance 
is considered to yield the differences audible (i.e. an extremely low score is still considered to 
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yield the listener to be unable to hear any difference). The reason for this is that the result 
“audible” for a person receiving few enough correct answers to reject null hypothesis would 
mean a total misunderstanding by the listener as to how the test should be performed or a 
systematic “answering by mistake”-behavior. Both these cases is considered highly improbable 
in this test due to the fact that the rules of the test were quite simple and explicitly outlined - 
both orally and on paper – secondly, that the observer were present during the whole test and 
finally the familiarization test where the listener were asked directly if he or she had understood. 
The hypothesis is stated as follows (Leventhal 1986): 

5.0:

5.0:

1

0

>
=

pH
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where p is the probability that any given answer is correct. 

4.5 Test results and conclusions 
The results of the listening test sorted according to individual listeners as well as groups are 
shown in Table 4.3. The column Conclusion for CL > 95% shows the result of a significance 
test for the 95 % level of confidence. Pchance is the probability of a listener reaching the given 
score or better by chance. With a significance level of this value, Pchance is the risk of type 1 
error for directional one hypothesis (Leventhal 1986). It is calculated with the cumulative 
binomial probabilities method (see Sect. 4.4).  

The fair choice of CL & p is considered to be where the number of correct answers required for 
null hypothesis rejection and the value of audibility threshold gives a fairness coefficient (FC) 
closest to one (Leventhal 1986). The fairness coefficient is the smallest of the two errors (α and 
β) divided by the largest and if it is close to one, the test design is considered to be fair with 
respect to a hypothetical conflict between those believing that the differences are audible and 
those not believing that the differences are audible (the “skeptics”). For the group data where 
FC is calculated, the skeptics are unfavored for the “default” values of CL=95% and reliable 
audibility threshold of p = 0.75. Therefore the CL in these cases is raised to 99 % and the 
audibility threshold, p is lowered, until FC is closest to one or p has reached 0.6. "Skeptics 
favored" means a greater risk to judge audible differences inaudible than vice versa.  

Statistical power (SP) is given by one minus the risk of not be able to establish that the 
difference is audible when it in fact is (i.e. SP = 1- β) for a given CL and audibility threshold, it 
is “the probability of correctly concluding that audible differences are audible” (Leventhal 
1986) and it is only relevant when significant results have not been reached.  
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Table 4.3.1. Color coding. 

Test 1.1 Single tone C#6. Front duplex (FD) dampened compared to unaltered piano. 
Test 1.2 Melody. Front duplex (FD) dampened compared to unaltered piano.  
Test 2.1 Single tone G7. Rear duplex (RD) dampened compared to unaltered piano (RD harmonic relation: 
unison). 
Test 2.2 Melody. Rear duplex (RD) dampened compared to unaltered piano. 

 

Table 4.3.2. Musicians, individual results. CL>95%, audibility threshold = 0.75. Fairness: skeptics favored. 

Listener # Correct 
Total # of 

questions, N Pchance Conclusion for CL > 95 % 

el 
22 25 0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
10 12 0.0193 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
19 25 0.0073 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

6 12 0.6128 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

em 
20 25 0.0020 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

9 12 0.0730 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
8 25 0.9784 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 72.65% 
9 12 0.0730 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

fr 
21 25 0.0005 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
12 12 0.0002 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
20 25 0.0020 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

gå 
25 25 <0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
11 12 0.0032 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
25 25 <0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

8 12 0.1938 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

js 
20 25 0.0020 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
10 12 0.0193 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
20 25 0.0020 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

8 12 0.1938 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

lz 
24 25 <0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
11 12 0.0032 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
21 25 0.0005 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

7 12 0.3872 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

ml 
21 25 0.0005 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

9 12 0.0730 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
25 25 <0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

8 16 0.5982 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 63.02% 

rb 
19 25 0.0073 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

7 12 0.3872 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
13 25 0.5000 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 72.65% 
12 16 0.0384 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

ys 
20 25 0.0020 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

4 12 0.9270 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
22 25 0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
10 16 0.2272 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 63.02% 
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Table 4.3.3. Control group, individual results. CL>95%, audibility threshold = 0.75. Fairness: skeptics 
favored. 

Listener # Correct 
Total # of 

questions, N Pchance Conclusion for CL > 95% 

co 
23 25 <0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected.  
10 12 0.0193 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
21 25 0.0005 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

6 12 0.6128 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

fh 
18 25 0.0216 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

9 12 0.0730 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
19 25 0.0073 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

8 12 0.1938 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

fo 
25 25 <0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
10 12 0.0193 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
19 25 0.0073 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

7 12 0.3872 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

ll 
14 25 0.3450 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 72.65% 

7 12 0.3872 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
24 25 <0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

9 12 0.0730 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

mr 
19 25 0.0073 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

7 12 0.3872 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
12 25 0.6550 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 72.65% 

8 12 0.1938 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

ob 
18 25 0.0073 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

7 12 0.0216 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
13 25 0.3872 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 72.65% 

7 12 0.5000 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

oe 
14 25 0.3872 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 72.65% 

7 12 0.3450 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
19 25 0.3872 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

6 12 0.6128 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

rs 
18 25 0.0216 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

7 12 0.3872 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
17 25 0.0539 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 72.65% 

6 12 0.6128 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

tm 
25 25 <0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

8 12 0.1938 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
14 25 0.3450 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 72.65% 

7 12 0.3872 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 

vs 
14 25 0.3450 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 72.65% 

8 12 0.1938 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
13 25 0.5000 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 72.65% 

6 12 0.6128 Null hypothesis not rejected. SP = 39.07% 
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Table 4.3.4. All musicians, total results: 

Test # and result 
Confidence level and 
audibility threshold (p) 

# Correct required 
for specified CL  Conclusion for specified CL 

Test 1.1 single tone FD 

192 of 225 (85.33%) 

Pchance < 0.0001 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 126 of 225 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL = 99.19% & 
p = 0.66 (FC=0.8) 131 of 225 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 1.2 melody FD 

83 of 108 (76.85%) 

Pchance < 0.0001 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 64 of 108 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL = 99.21% & 
p = 0.72 (FC=0.8) 67 of 108 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 2.1 single tone RD 

173 of 225 (76.89%) 

Pchance < 0.0001 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 126 of 225 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL = 99.19% & 
p = 0.66 (FC=0.8) 131 of 225 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 2.2 melody, RD 

68 of 108 (62.96%) 

Pchance = 0.0045 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 64 of 108 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL = 99.21% & 
p = 0.72 (FC=0.8) 67 of 108 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

 

Table 4.3.5. All in the control group, total results: 

Test # and result 
Confidence level and 
audibility threshold (p) 

# Correct required 
for specified CL  Conclusion for specified CL 

Test 1.1 single tone FD 

188 of 250 (75.20%) 

Pchance < 0.0001 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 139 of 250 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL = 99.05% &  
p = 0.65 (FC=0.7) 144 of 250 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 1.2 melody FD 

80 of 120 (66.67%) 

Pchance = 0.0002 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 70 of 120 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL = 99.33% & 
p = 0.72 (FC=0.8) 74 of 120 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 2.1 single tone RD 

171 of 250 (68.40%) 

Pchance < 0.0001 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 139 of 250 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL = 99.05% &  
p = 0.65 (FC=0.7) 144 of 250 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 2.2 melody RD 

70 of 120 (58.33%) 

Pchance = 0.0412 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 70 of 120 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL = 99.33% & 
p = 0.72 FC = 0.8 74 of 120 

Null hypothesis not rejected.  
SP = 99.46% 
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Table 4.3.6. All listeners, total results: 

Test # and result 
Confidence level and 
audibility threshold (p) 

# Correct required 
for specified CL  Conclusion for specified CL 

Test 1.1 single tone FD 

380 of 475 (80.00%) 

Pchance < 0.0001 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 256 of 475 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL =99.15% &  
p = 0.61 (FC=0.8) 264 of 475 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 1.2 melody FD 

163 of 228 (71.49%) 

Pchance < 0.0001 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 127 of 228 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL =99.30% &  
p = 0.66 (FC=0.9) 133 of 228 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 2.1 single tone RD 

344 of 475 (72.42%) 

Pchance < 0.0001 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 256 of 475 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL =99.15% &  
p = 0.61 (FC=0.8) 264 of 475 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 2.2 melody RD 

138 of 228 (60.53%) 

Pchance = 0.0009 

CL>95%. Skeptics 
unfavored. 127 of 228 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
Fair choice of CL & p 
yielding CL =99.30% &  
p = 0.66 (FC=0.9) 133 of 228 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

 

Note that no conclusions are drawn from how many individual listeners managed or failed to 
reach a significant result. With 75 different individual test results and a CL of 95% it its highly 
probable that 0.05•75 ≈ 4 of those test results are wrong. 

Note also that the result for an individual or a group is judged according to a significance test 
procedure on a specific confidence level, instead of the results just being presented with Pchance 
as the significance level for every result. This approach was taken in order to be able to extract 
statistical power. The very basic idea of statistical power is pointless if no significance test is 
conducted. 

4.5.1 The front duplex 

The group result for part 1 is quite clear for all the groups. A tendency towards that single tone 
examples are easier can be noticed by observing the percentage of correct answers (80% 
compared to 71 % in the combined all listeners group). The following conclusion is drawn: 

Conclusion 1: A difference between the two cases (same melody or single tone played with 
unaltered piano and with front duplex strings completely dampened) was audible for all groups. 
It is highly probable that these differences were due to the alteration of the front duplex strings. 

The audible differences most probably are caused by the dampening of the front duplex strings. 
It is, however, is not believed that the differences are primarily due to front duplex tone being 
silenced,  but rather the dampening effect of the felt pads on the main string vibrations (see Sect. 
3.4.1). 
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4.5.2 The rear duplex 

4.5.2.1 Single tone G7 

The results for test 2.1 consisting of single tones turned out to be convincing for all groups, 
yielding the following conclusion: 

Conclusion 2: A difference between the two cases (same single tone played with unaltered 
piano and with rear duplex strings completely dampened) was audible for all groups. It is 
highly probable that these differences were due to the alteration of the rear duplex strings. 

This is the most interesting result of the study because it clearly indicates that rear duplex 
strings can have an effect on the perception of the piano sound. The effect applies to naïve 
listeners, meaning that they have no prior knowledge of what is being tested and no training 
focusing on details in piano tones (see Sect. 4.1). The effect applied to the experiment group 
with trained pianists as well as to the control group.  

4.5.2.2 Melody 

The results of test 2.2 for the rear duplex and melody were less clear-cut. 

All listeners & musician group  

For the groups All listeners and Musicians, the null hypothesis is rejected for test 2.2 yielding 
the following conclusion: 

Conclusion 3: A difference between the two cases (same melody played with unaltered piano 
and with rear duplex strings completely dampened) was audible for the groups. It is possible 
that these differences were due to the alteration of the rear duplex strings. 

In the melody case, with the very subtle differences at hand, the risk of bias and systematic 
errors is considered to be a lot higher than for the single tone test 2.1.  

Control group  

Conclusion 4: The results for the control group are ambiguous and no safe conclusions can be 
drawn from the test. 

For the control group, the results differ for different choice of CL. Using the values of CL and p 
adopted in the tests above (fair choice of FC)  the null hypothesis cannot be rejected  However, 
applying the standard value for CL of 95% the null hypothesis is rejected. This means that if we 
want to be totally sure we cannot say that the control group heard any difference.  

It should be noted that the choice of the fair CL & p values is dependent on the initially set 
assumption of how audible the differences need to be in order to be considered audible, i.e. the 
audibility threshold.  

It is likely that the listeners in the control group could hear some difference because the risk that 
the listeners reached the result 70 of 120 correct answers or better by chance is less than 5 %. 
The calculation of the type 2 error used in the FC calculation is based on the risk that the test 
will not be able to prove that the listeners’ real audibility threshold were the selected p or better 
even though they actually possessed that audibility threshold or higher. (Note that traditional 
“reliable” audibility threshold is higher than all of the p selected for the group results with a fair 
choice of CL & p.) Because this risk was so low (less than 0.6 %) with the fair CL selected (i.e. 
the power of the test was so high) it is also highly improbable that they had such a high 
audibility threshold. A plausible interpretation of the result is that they actually had an audibility 
threshold somewhere between p = 0.5 and the selected p (0.72) for CL>99%. A further study 
would be needed to confirm that.  
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4.6 Discussion 
The listening tests proved that contributions from the rear duplex segments are audible for piano 
musicians. They also indicate these phenomena are audible for people with non-musical 
background as the control group received significant results as well. It still remains to be tested 
whether listeners with absolutely no own musical experience can hear a difference. The current 
control group contained a mix of people with some own musical experience to none. 
Nevertheless, the results show that for people who have experience of performing and listen to 
piano music, the contribution of the rear duplex strings is audible and contributes in some way 
to the perception of piano sound and timbre. This is an important conclusion, not previously 
verified in formal listening tests. Whether or not the rear duplex is closely tuned to the intended 
harmonic relations to the main string seems to be of less importance. 

4.6.1 Front duplex difference 

As earlier mentioned, the differences heard in part 1 of the test with the front duplex unaltered/ 
dampened are probably not related to the front duplex tone. With the front duplex completely 
dampened the piano tone exhibits a clearly perceptible “numb” character, indicating that the 
motion of the front duplex string influences the speaking part of the string. It is plausible that 
listeners heard the change in general character between the unaltered/ dampened cases and not 
the front duplex contribution as such. 

This contribution from the front duplex segment is probably what is considered disturbing 
among professional piano technicians. The frequency of the front duplex ranges from around 4 
to 7 kHz (see Sect. 2.4.1). The purpose of the “Greger cord” mentioned above is to dampen the 
front duplex tone without ‘disturbing’ the main string. 

The front duplex tone is, however, probably also perceptible in the recorded material. An 
informal ABX test with a piano technician and an A-B test with the experimenter as listeners 
yielded significant audible tests results for the Greger cord case with the single tone G#5 (see 
Appendix II.4).  

4.6.2 Risks 

The following risks of biases and systematic errors should be recognized. They are, however, 
not considered to pose a threat to the overall conclusions of the listening test. 

• Chunk recording 
The listening test was recorded with a professional pianist repeating the same tone or 
melody many times during the course of an entire day. For practical reasons, this had to 
be done in chunks of one entire case (damping condition) at a time. If the pianist’s 
performance changed slightly over time, this increases the risk of systematic differences 
in performance between cases. The errors will then accumulate in the pools as the 
recording session proceeded.  This problem also increases the risk that the following 
three points have affected the test. 

• The pianist is playing louder in one case than the others 
This is the most obvious risk because human auditory perception is very sensitive to 
differences in loudness. Further, the timbre of the piano tone is critically dependent on 
the dynamic level due to a continuous change in spectral content with hammer striking 
velocity. An improvement of the listening test, removing this risk would be to record 
the single tones with the mechanical pianist, letting the pianist do the melodies only. 
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• One or several tones was detuned during the session 
Apart from the ordinary minor changes in tuning that always occur when the piano is  
played, this risk is enhanced by applying/ removing the damper arrays between cases.  
In fact, one of the single tones had to be excluded form the analysis due to this risk (see 
Sect. 4.3.1). 

For the ABX-test: 

• Answers to questions during the test affecting listeners “naiveness”. 
The double blindness of the ABX-test environment is motivated by the notion that the 
listener should not be affected by any emotional displays or other behaviors of the 
experimenter. However, in these kinds of listening tests with subtle differences between 
stimuli, the key to a good result is knowing what to listen for. In this sense the test 
wasn’t really double blind because the experimenter knew how to find the correct 
answer for most of the questions and what general cues to listen for. Consequently, 
when a listener asked something about the properties of the sound during the initial 
familiarization session – for example: “I am listening to a certain roar in the mid 
register, is that good?” – the experimenter’s answer is not “blind” and cues on how to 
succeed with the test could possibly be extracted from his behavior.  

4.6.3 Describing the difference 

From the question asked after each test, Can you describe what differences you listened for?”  
various answers were received (see Appendix II.6). The most common feature to listen for was 
reverberation (“efterklang”) or reverberation time (“efterklangstid”). Soft, hard, dark and bright 
were also features commonly mentioned. Some listeners probably understood correctly what to 
listen for. One musician described that in one case in the rear duplex single tone test, there was 
“some additional sound (‘biljud’) in one tone that was missing in the other”. Another musician 
described the difference in the front duplex single tone test as if someone “held a pillow in front 
of her.” Another musician said that for some samples in the front duplex melody test she 
thought “oh how nice (“fint”) the piano sounded there. It kind of had a nice ringing.” 

4.6.4 Improvements 

Even though many trial-tests were made several things could have been done differently. 
Information collection is one example. During the test the experimenter manually recorded the 
time spent on each test for all listeners. Very large differences in time spent were observed, 
ranging from 3:27 min to 35:00 min in test 1.1 (single tones, front duplex). More detailed 
information could have been obtained by letting the program record the duration data for each 
listener and decision.  

Collection of describing adjectives could have been done by having all listeners filling out a 
form instead of interviewing them. This would have made the data more consistent and 
comparable. Interviews and questioning also introduces a risk of affecting the listener. As 
suggested by one listener, the statistical analysis might have been enhanced with a feedback 
from the listener as to when he or she was just guessing. This could have been investigated 
further even though this is not obviously an improvement (Clark 1982).  

The control group could have been composed solely of subjects with no own musical 
experience whatsoever. This might have made comparisons between the groups more 
interesting. Now the results from the control group were a bit ambiguous because some listeners 
had substantially more musical experience than others. One of them had actually played the 
piano on amateur level for 9 years with teacher.  
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4.6.5 Other 
When a listener have (correctly) learned what cues to listen for during a test, a situation can 
arise where the listener can differ A from B and categorize them in two cases, but is unable to 
categorize X. this introduces a risk to answer wrong even though the listener heard the 
difference. This is a drawback with the ABX-test method that was noted by Ward & Martin 
(1961 [21]). The phenomenon was experienced by the experimenter and found to be a very 
disturbing factor. 

For the instructions to the test a case-comparison approach (“in one case something has been 
done with the piano”…) was initially considered. This approach is logical but the instructions 
turned out to be too complicated, and they also left absolutely no clues as to what to listen for. 
To a certain degree some bias is introduced by trying to lead the listeners’ attention to listen for 
something specific. The instruction of “ignoring the left hand” is such an example. But this 
drawback has to be weighed against the problem that the fewer cues the listener get, the more 
they could differ in the choice of what they actually listened for.  

Further, considering the chunk recording problem, total freedom to listen for any differences 
seemed a dangerous road to take. Actually the instructions were one of the things mostly 
debated, reviewed and refined during the trial tests. 

It was interesting to note the large differences in the behavior of the listeners as to how to 
understand and grasp their task. There were at least three basic behaviors: those who collected 
all instructions orally and did not seem to take interest in the papers at all, those who collected 
all instructions by reading and tried the test program, and those who did not do anything until 
they had received all instructions in both ways.  Even though the written instructions were the 
same for all listeners, it could not be ascertained that everyone understood the task in the same 
way. 
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Concluding discussion 

5.1 Short summary of the results 
1. Mistuning: 

a. 1-2 cent for main strings, section 1 and 2 (D4 – G6). 

b. 3 cent for main section 3 (G#6 – C8). 

c. 20-30 cent for rear duplex segments. 

d. Order of 70 cent for front duplex segments. 

2. Large deviations from ideal harmonic relation for rear duplex (Steinway C, concert 
condition). 

3. The structure of the deviations from harmonic relations between rear duplex and main 
strings across the range of the piano is mainly due to scaling properties. 

4. Offset between measured fundamental frequencies and predictions based on string length 
measurements is explained with higher tension in rear duplex segments of about 9 %. 

5. Unison-tuned duplex segments show stronger interaction with main strings. 

6. Crosstalk between struck string and distant, harmonically related, duplex string exists.  

7. Tuning the rear duplex strings make very subtle differences, if any. 

8. “The duplex difference” is audible. 

5.2 Discussion and result interpretation 
From the findings described in Sect. 3 (String and bridge motion) it seems that it is more 
important how a duplex string is harmonically related to some main string rather than where it is 
located and which main string with which it shares the same wire. This can seem contradictive 
to the claims in the patent document (Steinway, C. F. T, 1872) as to how and why this system is 
increasing the tone quality. In the patent document, the “material increase of the purity and 
fullness of the tone” is said to be caused by longitudinal vibrations in the physical string, 
spreading through the bridge string terminations thereby bringing the longitudinal vibrations of 
the string into harmony with the main tone. The current study has not investigated if the duplex 
segments affects or removes the main string longitudinal vibrations or the sound due to these. It 
is also worth pointing out that patents are not scientifically trustworthy. They are only meant to 
ensure that the invention described is legally protected. 

This study showed that the mistuning of the main strings increased in the highest register. As 
mentioned in the introduction, mistuning is a way of compensating for imperfections in the 
hammer. Further, the reason why mistuning doesn’t cause beats is that dynamic coupling 
between the strings in a trichord affects the bridge motion. Trying to relate these facts, two 
somewhat speculative suggestions can be made. First of all, it seems logical that the mistuning 
is higher in the high register since the hammer width is larger there in relation to the string 
length. The hammer imperfections in relation to the wavelength would then be larger. On the 
other hand, the dynamic coupling for a high key trichord should be relatively weaker since the 
vibration wavelength is smaller in relation to the trichord width (distance between the left and 
the right string) which is approximately equal to the hammer width. If these speculations are 
valid, they would imply that tuning the trichords to a non- beating tone in the high register is 
harder since the range of acceptable individual string frequencies is narrower. 
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5.3 Suggestions for further investigation 
• Test the technical claims in the patent. Are longitudinal vibrations and duplex stringing 

connected in such a way as described? Does duplex stringing affect string durability? 

• Look at the capo d´astro string termination with a “physicist approach” or material science 
approach. Physical modeling might be interesting. How and why is the FD-segment affected 
by the main part fundamental? Search for explanations for the difference in tension between 
the main and rear duplex strings. 

• Make calibrated measurements and compare string displacement, level or other parameters 
between duplex segments and main strings. 

• Study rear duplex tuning further. Does it affect the sound? Is it perceptible? 

• Study string and bridge motion for keys having rear duplex segments tuned in fifths further. 
The results for A6 in this work turned out to be promising. 

• Study duplex stringing on other manufacturers and models, especially those with the tuned 
front duplex systems. 

• Compare the properties of the duplex system to other tone enhancement systems that other 
manufacturers use, for example the aliquot stringing in Blüthner pianos. 

• Consider performing a listening test using a method suited for subtle musical differences that 
does not have the drawback of having to judge X, when knowing the difference between A 
and B (as described by Ward & Martin (1961 [21])). 
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Appendix I: 

Resulting frequencies 
Table A1.1 Color coding. 

Front duplex mistuning Middle string 
Left string  Right string 

Table A1.2. Section 1, measured frequencies. 

Key Main  Rear duplex 

  

String 
length 
(mm) 

Mistuning 
(cent) 

Fund. 
freq (Hz) Std(cent) 

Fund. freq 
(Hz) Std(cent) 

dev from 
aimed 
(cent) freq relation 

D4  295.3 0.8 1205.8 1.8 30.4 double octave (x4) 

Main: 581 0.6 295.2 0.4 1208.0 2.6 34.1 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 146 7.8 295.3 0.6 1211.2 4.7 38.1 double octave (x4) 

D#4  312.4 0.5 1256.5 5.2 3.7 double octave (x4) 

Main: 553 0.9 312.4 1.0 1256.6 2.8 3.9 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 142 2.9 312.2 0.6 1258.6 5.2 7.5 double octave (x4) 

E4  331.2 0.8 1363.4 3.6 43.0 double octave (x4) 

Main: 521 1.8 330.9 0.8 1373.5 4.2 57.6 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 132 12.8 331.2 1.1 1366.6 4.5 47.4 double octave (x4) 

F4  351.7 2.2 1420.3 3.6 9.2 double octave (x4) 

Main: 495 1.5 352.0 0.9 1417.2 3.9 3.9 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 127 3.9 352.0 1.6 1419.7 6.7 7.3 double octave (x4) 

F#4  372.0 0.8 1487.9 7.6 -7.9 double octave (x4) 

Main: 470 0.4 372.0 0.7 1505.9 4.2 12.9 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 121 20.8 372.1 1.0 1502.3 7.6 8.5 double octave (x4) 

G4  394.0 0.5 1621.2 11.5 40.7 double octave (x4) 

Main: 445 0.3 394.0 0.8 1607.6 5.4 25.9 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 113 14.6 394.0 0.6 1618.8 5.9 37.9 double octave (x4) 

G#4  417.6 0.6 1689.7 4.5 10.8 double octave (x4) 

Main: 423 2.0 417.3 0.9 1728.6 4.2 51.3 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 109 42.1 417.1 0.9 1687.1 2.5 10.1 double octave (x4) 

A4  442.3 0.6 1810.8 8.4 30.6 double octave (x4) 

Main: 403 1.6 442.2 0.6 1789.6 7.7 10.5 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 103 27.4 441.8 0.6 1818.2 6.0 39.2 double octave (x4) 

A#4  469.1 0.6 1865.4 4.8 -20.6 double octave (x4) 

Main: 385 1.8 468.8 0.8 1896.5 8.6 9.2 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 100 28.6 468.6 1.0 1896.4 6.2 9.6 double octave (x4) 

B4  496.4 0.5 2045.3 11.6 40.8 double octave (x4) 

Main: 368 0.5 496.3 0.5 2018.4 4.5 18.1 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 95 25.1 496.2 0.6 2015.8 5.6 16.1 double octave (x4) 

C5  526.6 0.5 2187.0 9.6 53.7 double octave (x4) 

Main: 353 2.2 526.1 0.4 2194.8 8.4 61.7 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 90 30.0 526.0 0.7 2157.1 5.3 32.0 double octave (x4) 

C#5  557.9 0.3 2347.3 8.7 75.8 double octave (x4) 

Main: 339 1.8 558.0 0.4 2326.3 5.1 59.8 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 85 25.0 557.4 0.8 2313.7 5.9 52.2 double octave (x4) 
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Table A1.3. Section 2, measured frequencies. 

Key Front duplex Main  Rear duplex 

  

String 
length 
(mm) 

Mistu-
ning 
(cent) 

Fund. 
freq (Hz) 

Std 
(cent) 

String 
length 
(mm) 

Fund. 
freq 
(Hz) 

Std 
(cent) 

Fund. 
freq (Hz) 

Std 
(cent) 

dev from 
aimed 
(cent) freq relation 

D5 62.0 3927.6 4.2 50 590.3 0.3 2221.4 0.9 -120.3 double octave (x4) 

Main: 308 0.5 4070.7 5.1 50 590.2 0.2 2252.1 4.7 -96.3 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 84 47.4 4045.7 5.5 49 590.2 0.2 2283.0 4.8 -72.5 double octave (x4) 

D#5 56.3 4135.8 1.5 48 625.6 0.3 2374.8 2.7 -106.1 double octave (x4) 

Main: 295 0.2 4272.4 0.3 48 625.6 0.3 2401.3 2.5 -86.8 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 80 19.2 4264.5 0.3 48 625.7 0.3 2398.8 6.6 -88.8 double octave (x4) 

E5 49.2 4399.7 4.3 46 662.5 0.2 2555.3 2.5 -79.7 double octave (x4) 

Main: 281 0.3 4484.5 0.3 46 662.5 0.2 2580.1 5.6 -62.9 double octave (x4) 

Rear: 74 49.9 4526.4 0.1 46 662.6 0.2 2630.0 3.1 -30.1 double octave (x4) 

F5 48.3 4663.9 0.1 44 702.7 0.2 2109.5 5.5 -8.5 octave + fifth (x3) 

Main: 267 1.1 4795.7 0.3 43 702.5 0.2 2122.7 6.7 2.6 octave + fifth (x3) 

Rear: 91 10.7 4699.5 0.3 43 703.0 0.3 2114.5 7.3 -5.2 octave + fifth (x3) 

F#5 15.7 5077.4 1.1 42 744.0 0.2 2253.3 6.6 6.4 octave + fifth (x3) 

Main: 254 0.6 5111.9 0.1 41 743.9 0.2 2270.7 11.0 20.0 octave + fifth (x3) 

Rear: 86 62.2 5123.8 2.9 41 744.2 0.4 2335.8 2.7 68.3 octave + fifth (x3) 

G5 86.0 5373.5 0.2 39 788.8 0.3 2429.5 7.9 34.7 octave + fifth (x3) 

Main: 242 0.8 5554.1 0.2 39 788.8 0.3 2496.2 2.7 81.6 octave + fifth (x3) 

Rear: 81 46.9 5647.1 0.5 38 788.5 0.3 2450.3 4.9 50.2 octave + fifth (x3) 

G#5 75.8 4662.7 0.5 45 836.5 0.7 2644.6 2.5 79.0 octave + fifth (x3) 

Main: 230 0.5 4765.8 0.2 45 836.3 1.0 2615.3 5.3 60.1 octave + fifth (x3) 

Rear: 76 55.7 4871.3 0.1 44 836.3 0.3 2700.8 2.7 115.9 octave + fifth (x3) 

A5 84.5 4886.5 0.3 43 886.8 0.4 2682.2 6.7 0.7 octave + fifth (x3) 

Main: 216 0.5 5128.7 0.1 43 887.0 0.3 2749.3 2.1 43.1 octave + fifth (x3) 

Rear: 73 42.8 5131.0 0.4 42 887.0 0.3 2726.2 6.6 28.4 octave + fifth (x3) 

A#5 59.4 5261.8 0.1 40 938.9 0.3 2846.7 4.8 2.9 octave + fifth (x3) 

Main: 203 0.5 5355.5 0.1 40 938.8 0.3 2826.4 7.7 -9.3 octave + fifth (x3) 

Rear: 69 38.6 5445.6 0.2 40 938.6 0.3 2890.0 9.7 29.5 octave + fifth (x3) 

B5 49.9 5667.5 0.1 38 994.1 0.3 2973.0 10.7 -22.5 octave + fifth (x3) 

Main: 192 1.0 5767.8 0.1 37 994.5 0.2 2992.3 8.2 -12.0 octave + fifth (x3) 

Rear: 66 11.2 5833.2 0.7 37 994.6 0.2 2978.4 10.1 -20.3 octave + fifth (x3) 

C6 73.1 6092.7 0.1 35 1054.3 0.2 2147.9 4.8 25.1 octave (x2) 

Main: 181 1.5 6282.8 0.5 34 1053.6 0.3 2126.1 4.5 8.5 octave (x2) 

Rear: 91 17.6 6355.3 0.5 34 1053.4 0.2 2141.2 5.9 21.2 octave (x2) 

C#6 69.8 6682.3 0.5 32 1117.7 0.5 2309.2 6.5 48.6 octave (x2) 

Main: 171 0.5 6888.9 0.2 31 1117.6 0.4 2339.2 11.9 71.0 octave (x2) 

Rear: 85 22.3 6616.6 2.3 31 1117.3 0.4 2329.7 8.4 64.4 octave (x2) 

D6 80.3 4470.9 0.1 46 1184.2 0.5 2453.4 8.8 52.5 octave (x2) 

Main: 162 1.1 4558.6 0.2 45 1183.9 0.3 2467.2 5.7 62.6 octave (x2) 

Rear: 81 11.2 4683.2 0.3 45 1184.7 0.2 2469.3 8.7 63.0 octave (x2) 

D#6 65.5 4748.6 0.4 43 1253.7 0.3 2616.8 11.2 64.4 octave (x2) 

Main: 153 0.9 4861.3 0.1 43 1253.9 0.3 2629.7 6.5 72.7 octave (x2) 

Rear: 76 15.5 4931.8 0.1 42 1254.4 0.2 2640.4 3.8 79.0 octave (x2) 

E6 45.9 5180.5 0.1 41 1329.5 0.8 2829.3 7.7 97.6 octave (x2) 

Main: 147 2.0 5212.4 0.3 40 1328.4 0.4 2826.7 7.7 97.4 octave (x2) 

Rear: 72 14.9 5319.8 0.5 40 1327.9 0.4 2851.2 6.1 112.9 octave (x2) 

F6 68.9 5516.9 0.0 38 1410.0 0.6 2932.5 4.7 56.6 octave (x2) 

Main: 139 1.3 5621.3 0.2 37 1410.2 0.5 2977.7 5.6 82.9 octave (x2) 

Rear: 67 30.8 5740.9 0.9 37 1409.1 0.5 2985.2 4.4 88.5 octave (x2) 

F#6 133.5 5993.3 0.2 35 1493.7 0.3 3056.4 7.0 27.4 octave (x2) 

Main: 132 0.5 6088.4 0.3 35 1493.7 0.3 3090.6 11.9 46.7 octave (x2) 

Rear: 66 19.7 6473.6 0.3 34 1493.2 0.2 3091.4 5.6 47.7 octave (x2) 

G6 119.8 6699.7 6.4 32 1584.9 0.6 3323.6 9.8 69.1 octave (x2) 

Main: 126 3.5 6978.6 0.0 32 1581.7 0.9 3356.0 15.7 89.4 octave (x2) 

Rear: 62 17.6 7179.8 0.1 31 1582.0 0.3 3357.5 8.4 89.8 octave (x2) 
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Table A1.4. Section 3, measured frequencies. 

Key Front duplex Main  Rear duplex 

  
String 
length 
(mm) 

Mistu- 
ning 
(cent) 

Fund. freq 
(Hz) 

Std 
(cent) 

String 
length 
(mm) 

Fund. 
freq 
(Hz) 

Std 
(cent) 

Fund. 
freq (Hz) 

Std 
(cent) 

dev from 
aimed 
(cent) 

freq 
relation 

G#6 62.9 4267.9 0.1 50 1678.7 0.8 2493.0 0.0 -22.6 fifth (x1.5) 

Main: 121 2.2 4358.5 0.0 50 1676.5 0.2 2516.4 0.1 -4.3 fifth (x1.5) 

Rear: 82 16.1 4425.8 0.1 49 1677.1 0.1 2508.1 1.2 -10.6 fifth (x1.5) 

A6 66.1 4396.4 0.1 48 1779.3 0.1 2688.9 1.4 6.6 fifth (x1.5) 

Main: 113 3.8 4474.4 0.1 47 1778.8 0.2 2665.1 0.1 -8.3 fifth (x1.5) 

Rear: 76 55.4 4567.5 0.1 47 1775.4 0.2 2751.8 1.2 50.5 fifth (x1.5) 

A#6 61.7 4778.1 0.0 45 1885.4 0.1 2863.2 0.8 14.5 fifth (x1.5) 

Main: 107 1.7 4856.1 0.0 45 1883.5 0.2 2905.1 0.5 41.4 fifth (x1.5) 

Rear: 73 42.2 4951.3 0.3 44 1885.3 0.1 2835.2 0.8 -2.6 fifth (x1.5) 

B6 59.6 5047.6 0.1 43 1999.0 0.1 3105.4 0.5 52.9 fifth (x1.5) 

Main: 101 3.6 5207.8 0.0 42 1998.2 0.1 3104.4 3.8 53.0 fifth (x1.5) 

Rear: 67 16.2 5224.2 0.4 42 1994.8 0.1 3133.6 0.5 72.1 fifth (x1.5) 

C7 88.1 5421.5 0.3 40 2119.8 0.1 3267.1 2.4 38.1 fifth (x1.5) 

Main: 95 5.4 5533.1 0.1 39 2115.3 0.1 3228.7 3.6 21.3 fifth (x1.5) 

Rear: 64 20.7 5704.5 0.1 39 2113.1 0.1 3228.3 13.0 22.8 fifth (x1.5) 

C#7 111.9 5764.7 0.0 37 2248.0 0.1 3427.4 0.5 18.6 fifth (x1.5) 

Main: 89 2.8 5948.9 0.2 36 2245.9 0.1 3473.0 0.1 43.1 fifth (x1.5) 

Rear: 60 33.9 6149.5 0.0 36 2244.4 0.1 3495.1 0.2 55.2 fifth (x1.5) 

D7 26.1 4718.0 1.2 44 2384.5 0.0 3751.3 5.5 71.7 fifth (x1.5) 

Main: 84 2.1 4719.6 0.8 43 2383.5 0.0 3689.3 1.4 43.6 fifth (x1.5) 

Rear: 56 28.8 4789.7 0.8 43 2381.6 0.1 3742.4 10.9 69.7 fifth (x1.5) 

D#7 38.3 4953.5 0.1 42 2529.0 0.0 3906.2 0.3 38.4 fifth (x1.5) 

Main: 79 2.9 5031.7 0.8 41 2527.5 0.0 3893.2 0.2 33.7 fifth (x1.5) 

Rear: 54 5.8 5064.3 4.9 41 2524.7 0.0 3902.7 0.3 39.8 fifth (x1.5) 

E7 33.1 5310.3 3.6 39 2677.6 0.0 4498.6 0.6 182.9 fifth (x1.5) 

Main: 75 1.6 5358.3 0.0 38 2676.7 0.1 4508.2 3.8 187.1 fifth (x1.5) 

Rear: 47 15.7 5413.0 1.1 38 2675.1 0.0 4539.5 3.0 200.2 fifth (x1.5) 

F7 66.2 5496.1 0.1 37 2846.3 0.0 4482.3 0.3 68.6 fifth (x1.5) 

Main: 69 3.9 5624.9 1.0 36 2843.3 0.0 4478.5 11.3 68.9 fifth (x1.5) 

Rear: 46 21.4 5710.3 2.0 36 2839.9 0.1 4534.3 1.1 92.4 fifth (x1.5) 

F#7 67.2 5880.0 0.1 34 3028.1 0.2 4863.4 0.3 99.7 fifth (x1.5) 

Main: 64 0.7 5941.1 0.1 33 3027.3 0.0 4846.8 2.0 94.2 fifth (x1.5) 

Rear: 42 12.0 6112.7 1.1 33 3028.6 0.1 4880.6 2.7 105.6 fifth (x1.5) 

G7 32.8 6379.8 1.0 32 3206.1 0.0 3244.5 3.3 20.6 unison (x1) 

Main: 59 2.3 6350.4 0.1 31 3209.2 0.1 3238.4 0.9 15.7 unison (x1) 

Rear: 60 9.3 6471.9 0.9 31 3204.9 0.4 3255.9 4.4 27.3 unison (x1) 

G#7 69.8 4646.2 0.1 42 3406.1 0.0 3504.1 8.9 49.1 unison (x1) 

Main: 56 2.6 4721.3 0.5 42 3408.5 0.0 3504.8 8.3 48.3 unison (x1) 

Rear: 57 1.6 4837.2 0.0 41 3411.3 0.1 3507.4 1.8 48.1 unison (x1) 

A7 46.6 5110.5 0.0 40 3619.1 0.0 3516.9 3.9 -49.6 unison (x1) 

Main: 54 5.6 5127.0 0.1 40 3612.2 0.0 3557.7 2.1 -26.3 unison (x1) 

Rear: 57 36.0 5249.8 0.0 39 3607.5 0.0 3484.5 2.3 -60.1 unison (x1) 

A#7 104.9 5443.2 0.3 37 3832.3 0.0 3683.0 0.7 -68.8 unison (x1) 

Main: 52 4.4 5622.9 0.1 37 3828.1 0.0 3691.4 1.1 -62.9 unison (x1) 

Rear: 55 16.4 5783.1 0.7 36 3822.4 0.0 3718.1 1.4 -47.9 unison (x1) 

B7 85.0 5903.7 0.1 34 4072.0 0.1 3887.5 0.7 -80.3 unison (x1) 

Main: 49 3.1 6069.3 0.1 34 4070.3 0.1 3883.3 0.2 -81.4 unison (x1) 

Rear: 51 25.6 6200.8 0.5 33 4064.6 0.1 3941.2 2.7 -53.4 unison (x1) 

C8 67.9 6641.3 0.1 32 4331.2 0.1 4154.9 2.9 -71.9 unison (x1) 

Main: 46 8.2 6686.9 0.0 31 4328.0 0.1 4125.9 2.2 -82.8 unison (x1) 

Rear: 49 23.5 6906.9 0.1 31 4310.8 0.1 4182.2 2.9 -52.4 unison (x1) 
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Data extraction parameters 
Table A1.5. Time domain. 

Section 

Corr 
window 
length 
(ms) 

Tone 
start 
limit 

Avg. start 
(# periods 
from tone 
start) 

Avg. end  
(# periods 
from tone 
start) 

Sweep 
length 
(s) 

# Of 
sweep 
levels, 
m 

Sweep 
start 
freq 
(Hz) 

Sweep 
end 
freq 
(Hz) 

HP 
limit 
(Hz) 

1 Main 4 0.05 200 500 350 35000 295.1 558.2 - 

1 Rear 0.8 0.013 100 300 77 38500 1202.8 2420.9 700 

2 Main 2 0.07 100 600 271 54200 589.9 1586.5 - 

2Rear 0.5 0.03 100 600 58 46400 1677 3885 700 

Table A1.6. Frequency domain. 

Section FFT 
length 

Tone 
start 
limit 

Avg. start 
(# periods 
from tone 
start) 

Avg. end  
(# periods 
from tone 
start) 

Min 
freq* 
(Hz) 

Max 
freq* 
(Hz) 

Sweep 
length 
(s) 

# Of 
sweep 
levels, 
m 

Sweep 
start 
freq 
(Hz) 

Sweep 
end 
freq 
(Hz) 

2 Front 1024 0.04 100 200 - - 195 3657 3730 7250 

3 Front 1024 0.04 100 200 - - 193 3619 3600 6950 

3 Main 1024 0.05 100 200 1000 10000 296 5550 1600 4400 

3 Rear 1024 0.05 200 250 2000 10000 259 4857 2020 4900 

*The DAFX pitch estimation program searches for the pitch between these values. For the front 
duplex segments they were manually specified for each key. 
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MatLab code, time domain method (corr): 
result.m 

Result matrix calculation 
function  y = result(x, z, q, n, m, h, g)  
%x = String, namn på originalfilen.wav (tidsdomän)  
%z = Ungefärmatris. 2 kolumner. Den vänstra anger v ar i merge-filen 
varje sökning ska påbörjas. Den högra anger var i C orrvektorn 
approxvärdet ska plockas  
%q = String, namn på 1-kanalig Corrfil-F0.smp (Frek vensdomän)  
%n = gränsvärde (mellan noll och ett), 0.05 verkar rimligt  
%m = antal perioder efter tonstart som startpunkten  skall ligga (100, 
200)  
%h = antal perioder efter TONSTART som slutpunkten skall ligga (700?)  
%g = US-faktor FDfilF0.smp  
  
j = size(z,1);   
d=zeros(j,10);  
   
%Ta första värdet ur Ungefärmatrisens startvärdesko lumn  
for  i = 1:j  
  
%Ta ut den första delmängden av TD och CORR-vektore rna  
%Delmängdens början är vid vänsterkolumnens första värde i 
ungefärmatrisen  
    b = z(i,1);  
%Delmängdens slut är vid vänsterkolumnens andra vär de i 
ungefärmatrisen, alltså nästa tons startpunkt.  
%Om man är framme vid sista värdet i vänsterkolumne n är slutet på TD-
filen delmängdens slut.  
    if  i < j  
    bnext = z(i+1,1);  
    else  
    bnext = max(wavread(x, 'size' )); %Fulkod. Vill bara åt antalet 
sampel  
    end  
  
  
td = wavread(x , [b bnext]);  
fd = smpread(q , [b*g bnext*g]);  
fd = fd.data_cal.channel0';  
    
    %Påbörja en sökning från det samplet i Originalvekt orn och hitta  
    %ljudets startpunkt, a.  
    for  a = 1:size(td)  
     t = abs(td(a));  
       
      if  t >= n  
      break     
      end  
  
          
   end  
      
    %Ta första värdet ur Ungefärmatrisens andra kolumn  
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    c = z(i,2);  
    %Gå in i Corrvektorn och titta vad den ger för värd e där.     
    %Samplingsfrekvensen/det värdet ger antalet sampel per period  
    u = 48000*g/fd(g*(c-b));  
    %Addera m perioder till tonstartpunkten a för att h itta start  
    start = g*a + round(u*m);  
    %Addera h perioder till tonstartpunkten a för att h itta stop  
    stop = g*a + round(u*h);   
    %plocka ut värdena ur Corrvektorn och lägg dem i en  ny vektor k  
    k = fd(start:stop);  
    %Gör mode(k), mean(k),std(k),min(k),max(k)  
    %ta fram std{cent} samt min-och maxvärdenas distans  från mean(k) i 
cent.  Lägg alla dessa värden i en rad enl [A B ...I] (10 st)  
    d(i,1) = mode(k);  
    d(i,2) = mean(k);  
    d(i,3) = std(k);  
    d(i,4) = 1200*log2(1+d(i,3)/d(i,2)); %std i cent  
    d(i,5) = fd(c-b);  
    d(i,6) = 1200*log2(d(i,5)/d(i,2)); %approxvärdets  dist från mean i 
cent  
    d(i,7) = min(k);  
    d(i,8) = 1200*log2(d(i,7)/d(i,2)); %min dist från mean i cent  
    d(i,9) = max(k); %std i cent  
    d(i,10) = 1200*log2(d(i,9)/d(i,2)); %max dist från mean i cent  
    %börja om från början tills Ungefärmatrisen är slut !  
end  
  
   y = d;  
 

smpr0.m 

Shortcut program for extracting signal with smpread(). 
function  y = smpr0(x, q)  
%x = String. Filename  
%q = Vector. Upper and lower limit in samples. Leav e empty to get 
entire file.  
if  isempty(q)==1  
z = smpread(x);  
z = z.data_cal.channel0;  
else  
    z = smpread(x, q);  
    z = z.data_cal.channel0;  
  
end  
y=z;  
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corrfel.m 

Error calculation 
function  y = corrfel(x, q, fl, fh, m)  
%x = String, namn på svepetF0.smp, 1 kanal (Frekven sdomän)  
%q = Resultatmatris  
%fl = svepets startfrekvens  
%fh = svepets slutfrekvens  
%m = Antal NIVÅER (som angivits i beep).  
  
j = size(q,1);   
d=zeros(j,1);  
sw = smpread(x);  
sw = sw.data_cal.channel0';  
ttot = size(sw,1); %Svepets längd i sampel.  
stl = ttot/m; %Längden för en NIVÅ i sampel  
for  i = 1:j  
  
    fm = q(i,2); %uppmätt MEDELfrekvens  
     
    %Ta reda på vilket STEG n som detta fm närmast mots varar.  
    n = round((m-1)*log(fm/fl)/log(fh/fl));  
    first =1+ceil(n*stl); %första samplet i aktuellt trappsteg  
    fsw = mean(sw(first:first+round(stl/5)-1,1)); %sweepCorrens värde  
    %medelvärdesbildat över den första tredjedelen  
    
    fmu=fl*(fh/fl)^(n/(m-1)); %fm-ungefär. Det värde som närmast  
    %kan representera fm i sweepet. Detta är n:s teoret iska värde  
     
        
    d(i,1) = abs(1200*log2(fsw/fmu));     
    
end  
  
   y = d;   
 

filer.m 

Collects the filenames for the frequencies measured with corr. 
function  y = filer(x, file, ung, thres)  
%---plockar fram vilka filer som är uppmätta med co rr---  
%x=string. Namn på katalog.  
%file=string. Namn på mergefil.  
%thres=den tröskel som använts som villkor för tons tart  
a=dir([x '\wav\*.wav' ]);  
for  i=1:length(a)  
   b=a(i,1).name;  
   files(i,1)=cellstr(b);  
end  
  
%---sortera vektorn---  
%dela upp till två vektorer, en utan # (A) och en m ed (B).  
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v=1;  
w=1;  
for  i=1:length(files)  
    l=char(files(i));  
    if  l(2)== '#'  
        B(v,1:length(l))=l;  
        v=v+1;  
    else  
        A(w,1:length(l))=l;  
        w=w+1;  
    end  
end  
Acnt=0;  
Bcnt=0;  
row=1;  
isB=0;  
isBack=0;  
j=1;  
while  row<=length(files)  
%Börja uppifrån i den utan: A (börjar alltid i A, r en tur). Första 
värdet är xnn  
%Fortsätt tills (x+1)nn, dvs ny bokstav (oavsett si ffror)   
    r=j-Bcnt;  
    k=j-Acnt;  
     
    if  j==1 || r<=length(A)&& isB==0 && (A(r,1)==A(r-1,1)  || 
isBack==1)  
    sort(row,1:min(size(A)))=A(r,:);  
    place(row,1)=max(wavread([x '\wav\'  A(r,:)], 'size' ));  
    row=row+1;  
    Acnt=Acnt+1;  
    isBack=0;  
         
    elseif  (k==1 || k<=length(B) && (B(k,1)==B(k-1,1) || isB= =0)) && 
B(k,1)==A(r-1,1)  
        sort(row,1:min(size(B)))=B(k,:);  
        place(row,1)=max(wavread([x '\wav\'  B(k,:)], 'size' ));  
        row=row+1;  
        Bcnt=Bcnt+1;  
        isB=1;  
        else  
        isB=0;  
        isBack=1;  
        Bcnt=Bcnt+1;  
        Acnt=Acnt+1;  
    end  
 j=j+1;    
end  
place=cumsum(place);  
  
%---Använd ungvektorn och wavread för att bestämma platser---  
  
e=1;  
name=sort(1,:);  
for  p=1:length(ung)        
    n = ung(p,1);  
     
        if  p < length(ung)  
        nnext = ung(p+1,1);  
        else  
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        nnext = max(wavread([ 'C:\Documents and 
Settings\foberg\Desktop\Fredrik Öberg\frequencies\m erge\'  file], 
'size' )); %Fulkod. Vill bara åt antalet sampel  
        end  
  
    td = wavread([ 'C:\Documents and Settings\foberg\Desktop\Fredrik 
Öberg\frequencies\merge\'  file] , [n nnext]);  
  
        for  z = 1:size(td)  
        val = abs(td(z));  
         if  val >= thres  
         break     
         end  
        end%z är ljudets startpunkt i filsegmentet.  
  
    s=z+n-1; %s är startpunktens ordningsnr.  
     
    if  s<place(e,1)  
    d(p,1:length(name))=name;     
     
    else  
    e=e+1;  
    name=sort(e,:);  
    d(p,1:length(name))=name;  
    end  
end  
  
y=cellstr(d);  
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sortera.m 

Choose the best candidates for final result 
function  y = sortera(t,s,q)  
%t=result  
%s=name 
%q=felvektor  
j=1;  
rem=1;  
bt=0;  
  
for  i = 1:length(t)  
            
    if  i<length(t) && strcmp(char(s(i)),char(s(i+1)))  
        diffnext=abs(t(i+1,2)-t(i+1,1));  
        w=sqrt((t(i+1,8)^2)+(t(i+1,10)^2));  
         
        if  diffnext < abs(t(rem,2)-t(rem,1)) && w<70 && 
abs(t(i+1,6))<10  
            rem=i+1;  
            bt=1;  
        end  
    else  
        if  bt==1 || (abs(t(rem,6))<10 && 
sqrt((t(rem,8)^2)+(t(rem,10)^2))<70)  
        d(j,1)=cellstr(s(rem,:));  
        else  
        d(j,1)=cellstr([ 'ERROR!'  s(rem,:)]);  
        end  
        d(j,2:10)=num2cell(t(rem,2:10));  
        d(j,11)=num2cell(q(rem));  
        e(j,:)=[t(rem,2) t(rem,4) q(rem)]; %till sluttabell  
        j=j+1;  
        rem= i+1;  
        bt=0;  
    end  
     
end  
y={d e};  
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MatLab code, frequency domain method: 
fftresult.m 

Calculate the resulting frequencies. DAFXpitch() is called through the 
function pitchMOD(). 
function  y = fftresult(x, fmat, n, m, h)  
%x = String. Katalog med filerna, t ex sec2-H.  
%fmat = Matris med lägsta (kol 1) och högsta (kol 2 ) tillåtna frekvens 
för varje ton.  
%n = gränsvärde, tonstart (mellan noll och ett). 0. 05 verkar rimligt.  
%m = antal perioder efter tonstart som startpunkten  skall ligga (100, 
200)  
%h = antal perioder efter TONSTART som slutpunkten skall ligga (700?)  
  
mtxcnt=0;  
%---Gå igenom alla .smp filer i katalogen---  
c = dir([x '\*.smp' ]);  
j = length(c);  
for  i=1:j  
  
if  length(fmat)>1  
ifmat = ceil(i/3);  
else  
    ifmat=1;  
end  
  
startvec = [];  
%Ta den första -smp-filen i katalogen (gå i valfri ordning).  
b = [x '\'  c(i,1).name];  
  
%Läs in hela filen med smpread()  
X = smpr0(b , []);  
  
%---Hitta ljudens startpunkter---  
e=1;  
a=1;  
cnt=0;  
sizeX=size(X);  
issilent=1;  
while  a<sizeX(1,2);  
    t = abs(X(a));  
     if  issilent==0  
        if  cnt<4799 %"tystnad"<==>under 0.1sek ska inga värden 
överstiga gränsvärdet/2  
          if  X(a)<n/2  
          cnt=cnt+1;          
          a=a+1;  
          else  
          cnt=0;  
          a=a+1;  
          end  
        else  
          issilent=1;  
          cnt=0;  
        end  
      end  
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      if  issilent==1  
          if  t >= n  
          issilent=0;  
          startvec(1,e)=a;  
          e=e+1;  
          a=a+1;  
          else  
          a=a+1;  
          end  
      end        
end  
  
%---preliminär pitchMOD---  
Nfft=256;  
K=200; %hop size for time resolution of pitch estimation  
R=1; % FFT hop size for pitch estimation  
  
n1prel=K+sizeX(1,2)-Nfft-1-2*R; %max värde för n1, för att ta "hela" X  
prel=pitchMOD(X,startvec(1),n1prel,fmat(ifmat,1),fm at(ifmat,2),Nfft,K)
;  
nzprel = prel(find(prel~=0));  
[index,freq]=hist(nzprel,5000);  
[level, ind] = max(index(1:5000));  
approx=freq(ind);  
clear index  freq  level  ind  prel  nzprel ;  
  
%---Riktig pitchMOD---  
spp = 48000/approx; %sampel per period  
Nmin=1024; %ceil(2738*spp);  
sizestartvec = size(startvec);  
n1red=K+sizeX(1,2)-Nmin-1-2*R; %max värde för n1, för att ta "hela" X  
  
%---Mata ut resultatmatris.---  
for  u=1:sizestartvec(1,2)  
    start = round(startvec(u)+spp*m);  
    stop = round(startvec(u)+spp*3000); %Schablonbelopp=3000 perioder. 
Då har vi större delen av tonen  
    endvec = [startvec n1red+1];  
    if  n1red>=stop && round(startvec(u)+spp*h)+Nmin < end vec(u+1)  
    tone = pitchMOD(X,start,stop,fmat(ifmat,1),fmat (ifmat,2),Nmin,K);  
    vec = tone(1:round(spp*(h-m)/K));  
    nztone = tone(find(tone~=0));  
    clear tone ;      
     
    %Ta fram ett hist-värde på hela tone med tillräckli g upplösning  
    epsterm = -1+2^((10^-0.5)/1200);  
    Nhist = ceil((max(nztone)/min(nztone)-1)/epster m);  
    [tindex,tfreq]=hist(nztone,Nhist);  
    [tlevel, tind] = max(tindex(1:Nhist));  
    histtone=tfreq(tind);    
    clear tindex  tfreq  tlevel  tind ;  
     
        if  min(vec)>0  
    d(mtxcnt+u,1) = cellstr(c(i,1).name);  
    d(mtxcnt+u,2) = num2cell(Nmin);  
    d(mtxcnt+u,3) = num2cell(mean(vec));  
    d(mtxcnt+u,4) = num2cell(std(vec));  
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    d(mtxcnt+u,5) = 
num2cell(1200*log2(1+cell2mat(d(mtxcnt+u,4))/cell2m at(d(mtxcnt+u,3))))
; %std i cent  
    d(mtxcnt+u,6) = num2cell(approx);  
    d(mtxcnt+u,7) = 
num2cell(1200*log2(cell2mat(d(mtxcnt+u,6))/cell2mat (d(mtxcnt+u,3)))); %
approx dist från mean i cent  
    d(mtxcnt+u,8) = num2cell(min(vec));  
    d(mtxcnt+u,9) = 
num2cell(1200*log2(cell2mat(d(mtxcnt+u,8))/cell2mat (d(mtxcnt+u,3)))); %
min dist från mean i cent  
    d(mtxcnt+u,10) = num2cell(max(vec)); %std i cent  
    d(mtxcnt+u,11) = 
num2cell(1200*log2(cell2mat(d(mtxcnt+u,10))/cell2ma t(d(mtxcnt+u,3))));
%max dist från mean i cent  
            if  stop<endvec(u+1)  
    d(mtxcnt+u,12) = num2cell(histtone);  
    d(mtxcnt+u,13) = 
num2cell(1200*log2(cell2mat(d(mtxcnt+u,12))/cell2ma t(d(mtxcnt+u,3))));
%histtone dist från mean i cent  
    d(mtxcnt+u,14) = 
num2cell(1200*log2(cell2mat(d(mtxcnt+u,12))/cell2ma t(d(mtxcnt+u,6))));
%histtone dist från approx i cent   
    d(mtxcnt+u,15) = num2cell(mean(nztone)); %mean 3000p tone  
    d(mtxcnt+u,16) = 
num2cell(1200*log2(cell2mat(d(mtxcnt+u,15))/cell2ma t(d(mtxcnt+u,3))));
%dist från orig. mean  
    d(mtxcnt+u,17) = 
num2cell(1200*log2(cell2mat(d(mtxcnt+u,15))/cell2ma t(d(mtxcnt+u,6))));
%dist från approx  
            else  
    d(mtxcnt+u,2) = cellstr( '3000p ENTERING ADJACENT TONE!' );  
    d(mtxcnt+u,12:17) = num2cell(0);  
            end  
        else  
        mtxcnt=mtxcnt-1;  
        end  
    else  
    mtxcnt=mtxcnt-1;  
    end  
end  
clear endvec  nztone  vec ;  
mtxcnt=mtxcnt+sizestartvec(1,2);  
end  
  
y = {d cell2mat(d(:,3:17))};  
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fftfel.m 

Error calculation 
function  y = fftfel(x, q, K, fmin, Nmin, fh, fl, m)  
%x = string. Namn på svepfilen.  
%q = resultatmatris  
%fl = svepets startfrekvens  
%fh = svepets slutfrekvens  
%m = Antal NIVÅER (det som angivits i beep).  
  
q=cell2mat(q(:,2)); %tar fram matrisen  
X=smpr0([ 'fftsw\'  x], []);  
n1red=K+length(X)-Nmin-3;  
sw=pitchMOD(X,1,n1red,fmin,10000,Nmin,K)';  
  
ttot = length(sw); %Svepets längd i blocks.  
stl = ttot/m; %Längden för en nivå i blocks  
for  i=1:length(q)  
    fm=q(i,1);  
     
    %Ta reda på vilket steg n som detta fm närmast mots varar.  
    n = round((m-1)*log(fm/fl)/log(fh/fl));     
     
    first =1+ceil(n*stl); %första blocket i aktuellt trappsteg  
    fsw = mean(sw(first+round(stl*2/5):first+round( stl*3/5)-
1,1)); %sweepCorrens värde  
    %medelvärdesbildat  
     
    fmu=fl*(fh/fl)^(n/(m-1)); %fm-ungefär. Det värde som närmast  
    %kan representera fm i sweepet. Detta är n:s teoret iska värde  
     
        
    d(i,1) = 1200*log2(fsw/fmu);  
     
end  
  
  
y = d;  
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sorteraFFT.m 

Choose the best candidates for final result 
function  y = sorteraFFT(t,q)  
%t=result  
%q=felvektor  
stillf=t{1,1};  
s=char(stillf{:,1});  
t=t{1,2};  
j=1;  
rem=1;  
bt=0;  
  
for  i = 1:length(t)  
            
    if  i<length(t) && strcmp(s(i,:),s(i+1,:))  
        diffnext=abs(t(i+1,10)-t(i+1,1));  
        w=sqrt((t(i+1,7)^2)+(t(i+1,9)^2));  
         
        if  diffnext < abs(t(rem,10)-t(rem,1)) && abs(t(i+1,5) )<10 && 
w<70 
            rem=i+1;  
            bt=1;  
        end  
    else  
        if  bt==1 || (abs(t(rem,5))<10 && 
sqrt((t(rem,7)^2)+(t(rem,9)^2))<70)  
        d(j,1)=cellstr(s(rem,:));  
        else  
        d(j,1)=cellstr([ 'ERROR!'  s(rem,:)]);  
        end  
        d(j,2:16)=num2cell(t(rem,1:15));  
        d(j,17)=num2cell(q(rem));  
        e(j,:)=[t(rem,1) q(rem)]; %till sluttabell  
        j=j+1;  
        rem= i+1;  
        bt=0;  
    end  
     
end  
y={d e};  
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MatLab code, handling data: 

mistuning.m 
function  y = mistuning(t)  
%t=vector with final result from excel file  
for  i=1:(length(t)/3)  
key=t(3*i-2:3*i);  
keydiff=1200*log2([key(1)/key(2) key(1)/key(3) key( 2)/key(3)]);  
maxi= max(abs(keydiff));  
 
d(i,1:3)=keydiff;  
d(i,4)=maxi;  
end  
y=d;  

deviation.m 
function  y = deviation(t,u,di,L)  
%t=MAIN. vector with final result from excell file  
%u=REAR DUPLEX 
%d=vector with string diameter (with CISS4)  
%L=vector with main string (with CISS4)  
di=di(2:13,1); %sec1 
%di=di(14:31,1);%sec2  
%di=di(32:48,1);%sec3  
L=L(2:13,1); %sec1 
%L=L(14:31,1);%sec2  
%L=L(32:48,1);%sec3  
for  i=1:length(t)  
fmain = t(i);  
frear=u(i);  
r=ceil(i/3);  
dkey=di(r)/1000;  
Lmain=L(r)/1000;  
factor = round(2*(frear/fmain));  
factor=factor/2;  
a=(pi/8)^2;  
b=(10^11)*2/7860;  
c=(dkey/(fmain*Lmain*Lmain))^2;  
inharm=a*b*c;  
aimedfor=fmain*factor*sqrt(1+(factor*factor-1)*inha rm);  
diff=1200*log2(frear/aimedfor);  
  
d(i,1)=diff;  
d(i,2)=aimedfor;  
d(i,3)=frear;  
d(i,4)=inharm;  
d(i,5)=866*inharm;  
   
end  
y=d;  
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lengths.m 
function  y = lengths(h,bd,dev)  
%h=MAIN. vector with lengths from excel file  
%bd=REAR DUPLEX 
%dev=deviation vector. For extracting inharmonicity .  
%ALL WITHOUT CISS4 
for  i=1:length(h)  
lmain = h(i);  
lrear=bd(i);  
inharm=dev(3*i,4);  
factor = round(2*(lmain/lrear));  
if  factor==7  
factor=4;  
else  
factor=factor/2;  
end  
beta=lrear/lmain;  
a=1/(beta*factor);  
b=sqrt((1+inharm)/(1+factor*factor*inharm));  
  
diff=1200*log2(a);  
d(i,1)=diff;  
d(i,2)=866*inharm;  
d(i,3)=b;  
  
  
end  
y=d;  
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Appendix II: 

Listening test instructions 

Delprov 1 
 
Vilket exempel liknar X 
mest: A eller B? 
Lyssna på pianots klang 
från tvåstrukna oktaven och 
uppåt (grönmarkerat)! 
Ignorera pedaler, vänster 
hand och variationer i 
interpretation och tempo. 
 
Om du är osäker, gissa! 
 

Delprov 2 
 
En ny klangändring har nu 
gjorts! Annars gäller samma 
som tidigare. 
 
Lyssna på pianots klang 
från tvåstrukna oktaven och 
uppåt (grönmarkerat)! 
Ignorera pedaler, vänster 
hand och variationer i 
interpretation och tempo. 

 

Figure A2.1. Listening test instructions, Swedish.  

Figure A2.2. Picture shown to listeners. 

Part 1 
 
Which example is most 
similar to X: A or B? 
Listen to the timbre of the 
piano from the two-line 
octave and upwards 
(marked green)! Ignore 
pedals, left hand and 
variations in interpretation 
and tempo. 
 
If you are unsure, just 
guess! 
 

Part 2 
A new change of timbre has 
been done! Otherwise, it is 
the same instructions as 
before.  
 
Which example is most 
similar to X: A or B? 
Listen to the timbre of the 
piano from the two-line 
octave and upwards 
(marked green)! Ignore 
pedals, left hand and 
variations in interpretation 
and tempo. 
 

Figure A2.3. Listening test instructions, English.
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PD program: ABX.pd 

 

Figure A2.4. User interface. 

 

 

Figure A2.5. Control interface. 
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Figure A2.6. The program structure. 
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Figure A2.7. The different pools and an example of the content of pool e24 (single tones, case 2: 
unaltered piano, tone no 4: c#6). 

 

Figure A2.8. Structure of resulting textfile. Listener: mr, pool c2, c3. First row X, second A, 
third B, fourth answer. On the second trial (row 5 to 11) the list of samples for the question 
were regenerated because of X and A being identical. 
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MatLab code: rattn.m 

Test correction and Pchance-calculation.  

 
function  y = rattn()  
qcnt = 0;  
nratt = 0;  
a = dir( '*.txt' );  
j = length(a); %antal filer  
for  i = 1:j  
    fil = a(i,1).name;  
    b = textread(fil, '%q' );  
    c = char(b);  
   pos = isstrprop(c, 'upper' );  
   pos = pos(:,1);  
    
   for  k = 1:length(pos)  
    if  pos(k,1)==1  
        qcnt = qcnt+1;  
       if  str2double(c(k-2,23)) == str2double(c(k-10,23)) &&  'B'  == 
c(k) || str2double(c(k-2,23)) ~= str2double(c(k-10, 23)) && 'A'  == c(k)  
       nratt = nratt+1;  
               
       end  
    end  
   end  
   p =  binocdf(qcnt-nratt,qcnt,0.5);    
      
   d(i,1) = cellstr(fil);  
   d(i,2) = num2cell(nratt); %antal rätt  
   d(i,3) = num2cell(qcnt); %totalt antal frågor  
   d(i,4) = num2cell(p);  
   
   qcnt = 0;  
   nratt = 0;  
end  
y = d; 
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Informal test results 
Table A2.1. Informal tests. CL>95%, audibility threshold = 0.75. Fairness: skeptics favored.  

Test # and 
result Listener # Correct Pchance Conclusion for CL > 95% 

Test 1.1, single 
tone FD 

Other 1 
15 of 16 
(94%) 0.0003 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Myself 
30 of 30 
(100%) < 0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 1.2, 
melody FD 

Other 1 
5 of 10 
(50%) 0.6230 Null hypothesis not rejected. 

Piano technician 
6 of 6 

(100%) 0.0156 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Myself 
20 of 20 
(100%) < 0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 2.1, single 
tone RD 

Myself 
30 of 30 
(100%) < 0.0001 Null hypothesis is rejected. 

Test 2.2, 
melody RD 

Other 1 
4 of 8 
(50%) 0.6367 Null hypothesis not rejected. 

Other 2 
9 of 14 
(64%) 0.2120 Null hypothesis not rejected. 

Piano technician 
8 of 10 
(80%) 0.0547 Null hypothesis not rejected. 

Myself 
18 of 20 
(90%) 0.0002 Null hypothesis is rejected. 
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Invitation ad for KMH students 

 

Figure A2.9. This invitation add was put up in the corridors of the Royal College of Music in 
Stockholm (KMH) to attract piano students to take part in the listening test. The text says: 
”Want to go the cinema? Take part in a listening test about the timbre properties of the piano! 
You get to listen to different piano sounds and make judgments about their timbre. Don’t miss 
this opportunity to be in the forefront of science!”  
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Listener descriptions 
Table A2.2. Musicians. List of notes taken during the listening test. Listeners answers when asked to 
describe  what differences they listened for.  

Listener Description Result CL>95% 

el 
Frequency content. Pass 
- Pass 
Attack, feel which are similar. Hard in the beginning (but tangible), later I was sure. Pass 
- Fail 

em 
Subtila skillnader Pass 
Tydligt/plastigt. Vissa later som ett digitalpiano. Fail 
Torrare. Klangen blir inte lika “stor” liksom. Klang som består av två delar och så 
lyssnar jag efter samma ”bild”. Kortare efterklang. Träigt ljud. Matt och dött. Fail 
Efterklang (lärt mig sen förra meloditestet) Fail 

fr 
Övertoner och om det var ljust, mörkt mjukt osv. Pass 
Jag lyssnade efter skillnaden mellan vänster och höger hand dvs. mellan höga 
och djupa toner. Dessutom var det lättare att jämföra det höga läget. Pass 
Olika klangkvalitéer. Hur länge låter tonen, vilken färg har den, låter den mer 
uppåt eller neråt osv. Pass 

gå 

- Pass 
Briljans. Mörkare/ljusare, fetare/tunnare. Förhållandet mellan attack och sustain Pass 
På de som jag hörde (vilka var mot slutet) var det någon slags mörk/ljus igen. På 
någon hörde jag en specifik överton eller biljud som saknades på den andra. Svårt 
att veta vad man ska lyssna efter. Pass 
Svårt att veta vilken skillnad man ska lyssna efter. Ex. om man jämför piano A 
utan pedal med piano B utan pedal och piano A med pedal. Vilken ska man 
svara? Fail 

js 

Jag lyssnade om det var mörkt eller ljust men jag tyckte att det var lättare att höra 
skillnaden om jag lyssnade om det var mjukt eller inte så mjukt. Pass 
Det var svårare. Jag försökte att lyssna på höga toner. Jag tyckte det var lättare 
att höra skillnaden vid höga toner. Klarare. Pass 
Jag försökte att lyssna på övertoner och på efterljud. Det som klingade med i 
pianot. Pass 
Jag försökte att lyssna på olika spänning mellan höger och vänster hand. Och sen 
om ljudet var runt eller mer skarpt. Fail 

lz 
Dovare kontra “bright”. Är det bara ett piano? Som en kudde framför Pass 
Vasst, ”edgy”. Vissa skär igenom liksom Pass 
Svårare. Men det är som att det är mer avklippt i vissa Pass 
Samma som förra gången med melodi Fail 

ml 

Jag hör skillnader i övertoner och efterklangstid (de olika frekvenserna). Lyssnade 
och låtsades som att jag spelade tonen. Sen frågade jag mig vilken som var ett 
annat piano. Gick bättre mot slutet. Pass 
Mjukhet. Ibland tyckte jag såhär ååh vad fint pianot lät där. Det liksom ringde fint. Fail 
Metalliskt. Pass 
Lyssnar på klangen. Det är någon slags reverbkänsla. Tänkte på vilket piano jag 
helst skulle vilja spela. Mot slutet blev det helt virrigt i huvudet. Fail 

rb 

Det är tjockt eller smalt. Nånting från mekaniken. ”Bom” eller lite mindre”bom”. 
Skillnad i briljans, högre deltoner. Pass 
Lite på efterklangen, deltonerna och så. Hör bättre om jag trycker ihop lurarna. Fail 
Ibland hörs en ringande to på några. En gång hördes den bara på X. Fail 
Vissa är lite “obehagliga” I diskanten. Dessa är lite mer briljanta. Pass 
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Table A2.2. continued… 

Ys 

Ibland är tonen “täckt” och ibland lite vassare. ”Tching”. Pass 
Vissa mjukare i klangen när pianisten vänder. Fail 
Vissa är lite annorlunda som när man stämmer och har satt i den där 
temperaturremsan. Man hör på vissa att det är ”konsertsal” och vissa ”lite mindre 
rum”. På vissa frågor, inte alla, hände det at tonen var något lägre. Pass 
- Fail 

 

Table A2.3. Control group. List of notes taken during the listening test. Listeners answers when asked to 
 describe what differences they listened for.  

Listener Description Result CL>95% 

co 

Hörde skillnad på kanske hälften. De gånger jag hörde något var det skillnader i 
de lägre tonområdet. I diskanten var det svårare att höra. Pass 
Hörde att det kanske var lite dovare ibland. Jag lyssnar mest på basen. Hörde att 
vissa högerhandstoner var lite mattare. Svårt ignorera vänster hand. Pass 
Jag börjar med att leta up skillnaden på A & B, sen tar jag X. Första melodin var 
nog lättaste provet. Om jag inte vet så chansar jag, då finns ju risken att jag gissar 
rätt. Hur hanterar du det? Pass 
Lyssnar efter det dovare igen. Avsaknad av klang. Hör nog inte så mycket skillnad 
på klang, men lyssnar mer på ”mängden” klang. Efterklangstid. Fail 

fh 
Några var högre och några var också längre. Pass 
Tonlängd igen... fast mest på känsla. Fail 
Jag tror jag hörde någonting i efterklangen. Svansen där liksom. Pass 
När den är på det allra högsta och ”trippar” liksom. Lyssnade lite i början också 
fast jag kom ej på något specifikt att lyssna på. Fail 

fo 

Gick bra. Jag hörde någon ton som hördes på vissa och på vissa inte. Typ 
efterklang. Pass 
Tonerna går så snabbt så det går inte längre att höra den där skillnaden. Går på 
känsla. Lyssnar när hon går ner igen (på högerhanden). På vissa kunde man höra 
att det (pianot) inte riktigt orkade. Pass 
När man lyssnat några gånger hör man en viss skillnad. Vilken som är ”dubbel” Pass 
Chansade. Fail 

ll 

Vissa var hårdare och andra var mjukare/rundare. Det var ofta lika i början men 
skiljde sig i slutet. Fail 
Jag lyssnar efter om det är samma piano. Någon slags tydlighet/rundhet. Det är 
svårt att sätta ord på. Efterklangstid. Fail 
Det är olika stumhet, svårt såhär högt upp där det finns lite klangfärg. De är liksom 
platta och frågan är om de håller ut länge eller inte. Sharp/hård eller rundad. Pass 
Pedalkänsla, sammanvägning av tidigare. Fail 

mr 
Efterklangstid och styrka Pass 
Hörde ingenting. Gissningslek Fail 
Vissa var stummare. Tonade ut fortare. Mer distinkt när man anslår tonen. Fail 
Gissningslek Fail 

ob 
Pitch, intensity, volume Pass 
Pitch. I try to listen to the beginning of a file and change fast Fail 
It’s in the touch, one is softer/longer and other harder/shorter Fail 
- Fail 
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Table A2.3. continued… 

oe 

Inte absolut gehör precis… Förhoppningsvis bättre efter hand, tack vare 
utvecklande av strategi: Lyssna A-B-X, X-A-X, X-B-X. Iterera. Anslag: Hårt/högt 
mot mjukt/lägre. Mycket även anslagsljudet (”tock”) Fail 
Jag har för kort ton-minne! ”Kommer inte ihåg” skillnader i början. Intramelodi-
skillnaderna dränker interstimuli-skillnader. Jag förstod vad jag skulle lyssna efter 
men ”mindes” det inte efter uppspel Fail 
Upplevde skillnaderna tydligare – inte musik = lättare Pass 
”Aggressiviteten” i de högsta tonerna. Jag koncentrerade mig alltså på ett mer 
begränsat avsnitt. Fail 

rs 
Svårt… mera en känsla. Det är ju samma ton men ibland olika… svävning liksom. 
Vissa var ganska tydliga. Pass 
Någon slags fyllighet. Fail 
Lyssnar på “landskapet” Fail 
Djupet I ljudet. Regndroppar som gnistrar. Fail 

tm 

Något dippande ljud I början. Någon slags bakgrund som antingen gick upp eller 
ner. Pass 
Jag hörde ingen skillnad på de högre tonerna på vissa, men gjorde det på andra. 
Jag lyssnade på ett hamrande ljud I början. Sen ändrade jag mig till att lyssna på 
efterklangen. Fail 
Dels kortare ton. I ena tonen gick det snabbare att nå sin högsta tonhöjd. Den 
som klingade snabbast. Som att hammaren nådde dit tidigare Fail 
Samma som förra melodin. Fanns någon slags reverb detta var mer metalliskt. 
Förra meloditestet var det typ glas. Hörde alltid skillnad på höga toner, till skillnad 
från förra meloditestet. Fail 

vs 

This was interesting. After half (maybe) the questions I actually started hearing 
something. My ears are not used to musical listening. Fail 
To be able to remember each melody (you easy forget how the first one sound 
when you listen to the second) I attached it to a feeling. Fail 
Sounds like an iron-forging hammer. Some were a bit number maybe. Fail 
Roundness Fail 

 


